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Thou Shalt Not Appease 

The most mischievous word in the post-Hitlerian lex- 

icon is “appeasement.” Because Neville Chamberlain, 

from motives which were at the same time patriotic and 

Machiavellian, threw Czechoslovakia into the Nazi maw, 

every subsequent attempt, good or bad, to compose dil- 

ferences between nations has been tarred with this 

brush. It brooks no synonym or substitute; to propiti- 

ate, to placate, to assuage would not have its devastat- 

ing effect. When “appeasement” is flung at a politician, 

he is almost forced to get tough, but he will never be 

tough enough to satisfy his critics. 

This seems to be the coming Republican strategy to 

bring down President Kennedy in 1964. It has the virtue 

of simplicity, always a prime ingredient of demagogy. 

Representative Wilham E. Miller, the chairman of the 

Republican National Committee, has set the keynote. 

“Charges Kennedy he New York 

Herald Tribua No other word than 

appeasement, says Mr. Miller, can describe Administra- 

\ppc ases Soviets,” t 

headline r¢ ads. 

tion retreats and defeats in Laos, Cuba, the test-ban 

- delivered 

to President Kennedy when he Khru- 

Vienna. Miller 

view, are Under Secretary of State Chester Bowles, with 

and Adlai 

Red China 
ADAGE ERIS 
\larshall before 

at Geneva and the “ultimatum” negotiations 

met Premier 

shchev in \ssistant appeasers, in_ the 

Stevenson, 

like 

him (ac- 

MeCarthy ), May be preparing to sell out 

his concealed two-China_ poliey, 

who allegedly is also soft on and, 

Secretary of State George C. 
pO cording te 

his country. 
‘gt 
President 

own, but his chief defe 

Kennedy has made some mistakes of his 

ats and retreats have been in his 

lorced role of liquidator of the mistakes of his prede- 

cessor. Probably no American President has inherited 

such an Augean stable in foreign affairs. This does not 

bother the Republican National Chairman one whit; 

on the contrary, he sees it as a godsent opportunity. 

He is confident that the voters have forgotten yester- 

day or, at any rate, the day before yesterday. 

Asked if the Republicans will make the President's 

“appeasement in dealing with communism around the 

world” a campaign issue in the 1962 Congressional elec- 

tions, he replied that this would have to wait on events. 

There is little doubt, however, which way events will 

go. There are certainly further difficulties ahead; the 

an aecisively de United States « 

communism all over the world is 

notion that the eat 

Che 
) -] . ‘9 } } ] = E { 4 
President's job is hard enough as it 1s; if he thinks 

Cera 1] 
unalloved folly. 

he can lighten his burden by falling back on the Eisen- 

hower-Dulles (and Truman-Acheson) policies, the out- 
) 
| remiei 

] { | ) = : 
President needs to fear as he ap- 

come can be disastrous. It is not 

Khrushchev 

appeasing 
} ] 

that thie 
) } 1 . 

proaches the delicate task of responding to the Sov 
bd P 1 1 1 

resumption of bomb testing, but appeasing Represent 

Miller. ative 

Doors to Neutralism 

There are all kinds of doors to neutralism, and some 

of them swing in opposite directions. From Rome, for 

instance, comes word that the Berlin crisis has so fright- 

ened the Itahans that some among them are no lon 
] P 1 ] A ] ] 

enamored of their ;oneg-tTime reliance On, and aillance 

with, Washington's foreign policy. “The simple idea of 

a Berlin crisis,” writes the usually pro-American Ital 

weekly Sal 3 presso, "$5 opposed by th nNajority ol Ieu- 

ropeans, including the Italians. . We cannot ask tha 

the West Europeans accept the 1945 Potsdam situatior 

as \V alid for today, and at the sam time ask th m to 

prepare themselves for a massacre in defense of W 

Berliners’ freedom. And what today creates merely un; 

ease, could tomorrow facilitate the birth of new ku d 

of neutralism.” Well, that’s one door: Italy will go 

neutral unless the West goes softer on 

Bonn, in the shape of an Adenauer message to President 

he Kennedy, comes the threat of anot door op 

will go neutral unless the West eects West Germany 
‘ tougher on Berlin. “| The Chancellor] is said to believe,” 

savs The New York Times, “that unless the West 

a noticeable ability to defend its position in West Ber- 

lin, a desire for some kind of an accommodation with the 

SHOW 

| 7a = | : } as a Deed cot A 
Russians, pernaps \ lishing tor a neutral roie Detween 

the East and the West, will become stronger. 

Here’s one situation, obviously, where \\ ashineton 

will find itself quite unable to satisfy both its loyal 

allies. For our part, we'd be in favor of any development 
] ] } { ] ? , he 1 ; 

which would force Adenauer to relinquish the tmpos- 

hle ity hich he h tibh nly ly sible position to which he has stubbornly clung tor so 
; ‘ ; pd 

long — 1.e., that he can have both unified, armed 

Germany and one that 
1 
i 

? 4 is ee " ' a y 

pletely with the West. 



Text for the Gambling Probe 

It would almost seem as though the Government In- 

tions subcommittee currently probing into gam- 

bling has been usine as its text “Gambling, Inc...” the 

Vatton of exposé which Fred J. Cook wrote for The 

October 22, 1960. The people, the place names, the 

techniques, the stories of corruption which Mr. Cook 

wrote about now reappear in the Senate hearing cham- 

ber to the shocked incredulity of Senators who apparent- 

had never heard ot loaded dice, lavotts, WITE relavs 

for bookies or the pay-otf. All this gives great satistac- 

tion to Lhe Nat and its readers, who can congratulate 

themselves on being a year ahead of the Senate in- 

quisitors. More important than this is the fact that the 

subcommittee could be laying the groundwork for fed- 

eral action in a field which has long cried for it. Early 

in the current hearings, Senator Jackson said in effect 
+ : 
To oa witness “Yon and | know what the problem ts - 

the gamblers are pavine off the local police, the sheriff, 

the judges and evervbody else.” [t is to this heart of 

the matter that Mr. Jackson has addressed a proposal 

that would authorize federal prosecution of local offi- 

cials who are “on the take 

Such a law Is needed for precisely the same reasons 

that moved Congress finally to authorize certain fed- 

eral initiatives in cases of racial discrimination with re- 

vard to voting. In both gambling and race diserimina- 

tion, too often the law violators are parts of a commu- 

nity-wide conspiracy which makes convictions in local 

courts impossible. In the one instance, the conspiracy 

arises from a common greed, in the other from a com- 

mon prejudice. Since greed is an even more compelling 

motivation for human behavior than prejudice, it 1s our 

guess that Senator Jackson’s proposal will have hard 

sledding in Washington — even harder than most civil- 

rights legislation. 

Violence Won't Work 

Monroe, North Carolina, is an armed camp. The law 

enforcement officers are armed with submachine guns 

and other high-class firearms; the civilians, both Negro 

and white, have only rifles, shotguns and pistols; but all 

the facilities for mass bloodshed are on hand. In Monroe 

the preparations are not limited to the whites. A Negro 

leader, Robert F. Wilhams, has publicly advocated 

violence as a means of ending racial restrictions. He and 

a white youth have now been indicted on charges of 

kidnaping a white couple and holding them hostage 

during a race riot 

The riot started when seventeen Freedom Riders, 

who had been arraigned in Jackson, Miss., on charges 

growing out of their efforts to end segregation in trans- 

portation, stopped off in Monroe to speak, allegedly at 

Mr. Williams’ invitation. They called for desegregation 
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of the municipal swimming pool, equal police protec. 

tion for Negroes, improved job opportunities and a con. 

ference with the mayor. In Monroe, such demands are 

regarded as inciting to riot and the Freedom Riders 

were duly held in licu of $1,000 bond on that charge. 

Forty-eight persons in all were arrested, not including 

Mr. Williams who, evidently not confident of receiving 

equal police protection, improved job opportunities or 

a fair trial, decamped for parts unknown. 

Nothing could be more natural than for a Negro to 

resort to violence in a desperate effort to right his 

wrongs. For two centuries the Negro has been oppressed, 

beaten, exploited, enslaved, disfranchised, lynched, in. 

sulted and mistreated in every way, simply because he 

was a Negro. When he turned to litigation and, after 

decades of mistreatment in the federal courts, finally 

won his case, the South resort d tO every possible tactic 

of evasion and obstruction. If the Negro finally reaches 

for a gun, he is doing only what every red-blooded whit 

Southe mer has been doing for generawgvions, and with no 

provocation to speak of. One can only sympathize with 

the Negro who has lost patience. 

But one cannot support him, for the method is one 

calculated to produce martyrs, not to remedy injustice, 

Southern governments are in white hands and the only 

chance for a solution is in concerted action by white 

and Nevro moderates. Whatever the outcome in Atlanta. 

school integration there has started off in the right, the 

workable » Way. That examplc " and the example of Little 

Rock, New Orleans and other cities where the violence 

has all been on the part of the white die-hards, should 

continue to be followed by Negroes. Violence breeds 

violence, world without end. Not Robert F. Williams 

(if the reports about him are true), but Martin Luther 

King, Jr., is the leader for Negroes to follow. 

T. K. Quinn: Giant Killer 

In the death last week of T. K. Quinn, The Natwn 

has lost an old friend and the country a valiant fightet 

against that concentration of corporate power which 

represents one of the great threats to American democ- 

racy. In warring against bigness in business, Mr. Quinn 

knew whereof he spoke (and wrote): he resigned as 

vice president of General Electric years ago precisel) 

because he had learned much about corporate practice, 

and didn’t like what he had learned. Years later, the 

federal courts learned a little of what Mr. Quinn already 
knew, and in the G.E. conspiracy case in Philadelphia, 
several of the corporation’s top officers found themselves 

branded as criminals. 

In an article which Mr. Quinn wrote for The Nation 

on May 26, 1956, he stated: “The attitude of the free- 

dom-loving citizen must always be that he is unalter- 

ably opposed to the extreme concentration of power 

anywhere.” A fitting epitaph. 

The NatION 
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form of unilateral dts- 

armament.—EDITORS. 

UNILATERALISM is the maverick 
in any disarmament, 
the brain child of radical pacifists 
and humanitarians. With the excep- 
tion of the British Labour Party’s 
ambiguous and apparently evanes- 
cent alliance with the Campaign for 

Nuclear 
the West has unilateralism achieved 

discussion of 

Disarmament, nowhere in 

official recognition. It possesses no 

body of thought comparable in 
quantity, thoroughness and author- 
ity to that on deterrence or negoti- 

In the minds of 

most, it exists only as a synonym for 
the most naive kind of 

ated disarmament. 

ae 1: 2 
idealism OF 

defeatism. 
; 

And yet, unilateralism may well 
become the most crucial area of 
thought on disarmament and arms 

control. The only alternative to a 
blindly burgeoning competition in 

genocidal weaponry — a_ prospect 
that is enough to baffle and frighten 
even the most steel-hearted RAND 

strategist — will be the search for 
unilateral action that will check or 
inhibit the arms race. 

Recognizing this, a growing num- 

ber of American intellectuals — not 
all of whom qualify as radicals or 
pacifists — have begun the search. 

Among them are C. Wright Mills, 
Kenneth Boulding, Jerome Frank, 

Lewis Mumford, Erich Fromm and 

George Kennan. The recently formed 

THEODORE ROSZAK teaches his- 
tory at Stanford University. 

September 9, 1961 

Committee of Correspondence — 

active mainly in the Cambridge-New 
York area — and TOSCIN, the Har- 
vard student group, are manifesta- 
tions of this new interest in unilat- 
eralism. 

None of these many individuals or 
groups mistake disarmament for a 
panacea; it 1s only one problem 
among those confronting us. But 

they do believe our narrow con- 
centration on military power, logis- 
tics and strategy has, besides endan- 
gering our survival, waylaid our abil- 
ity to make intelligent and morally 
respectable foreign policy. An ex- 
ample of this over-militarized world 

would be Herman Kahn's re- 
cent book, On Thermonuclear War. 
Kahn begins the book by asking that 
we try 

view 

to appreciate the “narrow 
military aspect” of our situation. By 
the end of the work, the “narrow 

military aspect” has assimilated all 
other problems; it stands alone as 
the one thing deserving our money, 

manpower and serious thought. The 
result is a view of the world as fright- 
ening as it is fantastic. 

Nor are the unilateralists—though 

they frequently create the impres- 
sion — distinterested in a negotiated 
settlement of the arms race. This is 

clearly the ideal solution. And in- 
deed the whole intention of the uni- 

lateralists is to create a more favor- 
able atmosphere for serious negotia- 
tion. Rather, unilateralism is a re- 
sponse to the long-standing bank- 
ruptey of multilateral discussion. In 
the absence of negotiated agreements, 
the unilateralists simply refuse to 

prosecute the arms race to its grisly 

conclusion, 

PERHAPS the greatest difficulty in 
that it 

sounds too radical. It is often over- 
looked that, before last week’s de- 

discussing unilateralism 1s 

velopment, both Russia and the 
West for several years restricted 

unilaterally their ability to make 
war. During this period, the testing 
of nuclear weapons Was discontinued 

by unilateral decisions on both sides, 

supported by no treaty or inspection, 

New Soviel Thr ral .. by Theodore Roszak 

Similarly, in the interest of military 
stability, neither side has launched 

a civil defense effort remotely ade- 
quate to the dangers of nuclear war. 
Our fail-safe system, which inhibits 
our bombers, airborne, from 

striking at the Soviet Union unless 

once 

specifically ordered to do so, is a form 
of arms control we have unilaterally 
imposed upon ourselves. Undoubted- 
ly the Russians have a similar sys- 
tem. In all these cases, decisions af- 
fecting the efficiency of waging war 
were reached without consultation or 
inspection between the rivals and for 
a while kinds of 
equilibria in the arms race between 
Kast and West. 

created various 

THERE are conservative unilateral- 
ists and unilateralists. The 

conservatives include those who look 

to arms control rather than disar- 

mament as the solution to the arms 

race. Arms control, while it could be 

an important step towards disarma- 
ment, is not disarmament. It seeks 

rather the creation of an invulner- 

able weapons system which need not 
strike first in order to devastate the 

enemy 

radical 

— and can therefore be re- 
lieved of its hair-trigger. Most arms- 

to see this “stabi- 
lized deterrent” achieved by East and 
West mutually, by way of negotia- 

controllers want 

tion. But there are those who argue 
this coun- 

toward it 

—and persuasively—that 
try can begin working 
unilaterally. 

Frank Bothwell of the University 
of Chicago, for example, has recom- 
mended that the United States re- 
nounce its effort to 
“counterforce” 
Union. 

build up a 
against the Soviet 

Counterforce is weapons 
aimed at weapons, in this case mis- 
siles intended to knock out enemy 
missile bases before their deadly con- 
tents are disgorged. It takes no deep 
student of games theoretics to per- 
ceive that two opponents seeking to 

defend themselves by knocking out 
each other’s missiles before they are 
launched should both “pre-empt”: 

that is, they should have attacked 

each other five minutes ago. This is 
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It nec- clearly an unstable situation 

€ssitates matching the enemy missile 

for missile, if mot in some more de- 

mandine ratio. And it produces a 

trigeer-happy state of nerves 
Bothwell suggests that we avoid 

this nightmare by holding down our 

defenses to a limited num 

vulnerable weapons: he recommends 
Polaris and Minuteman missiles. The 

Navy Polaris, much to the chagrin 
of the Air Force, pretty well quali- 
ties as invulnerable. The 

Minuteman, on the other hand, is 
, 

a bad candidate ior the status ol 

“stabilized deterrent.” The Kennedy 

Administration has canceled plans 

for the mobil Minuteman, a mis- 

stle to be shuttled around the coun- 

try on freight cars Phe Stationary 

Minuteman, which is going to be the 

mainstay 

thanks to Air Force lobbying — pur- 
” 1 

c ~ } 1 
of our missile arsenal — 

chases its “invulnerability” at the 

expense of the civilian population by 
inviung terrifically heavy tall-out- 
saturated attacks against its concrete 

silos. The “harder” the buse, the 

larger the warhead the Russians will 

aim at it. If anything, Minuteman- 
type missiles are apt to generate a 
race to produce deeper silos and big- 
ger warheads, in the course of which 
the danger of pre-emption will grow 

greater than ever. 
But suppose for the moment a 

force of invulnerable missiles could 
be built. If the 
our lead in this — and both sides 
refrained from launching a civil de- 

Russians followed 

fense race — then, presumably, these 
missiles would be aimed at the only 

targets left: 

centers. East and West would have 

accessible population 

bought their security by overtly plac- 
ing their 

hostage. 

se ; 
civilian populations in 

TO SAY the least, it is a weird con- 

“security” that leads a ception of 
society to shelter its weapons like 
rare treasures and expose its children 

to incineration. But what Bothwell 
is pointing out is worth remember- 
ing: deterrence does not mean we 
must match the enemy weapon for 
weapon, casualty for casualty. It 
means rather that we must make it 
hell on earth for the enemy that at- 
tacks us. If they can be made safe 

from attack, weapons need become 

only so potent and numerous as to 
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World War — and this time possibly 
include poison gas and bacteria. It 

will be just as much a war against 
civilian populations — including our 
own —- as World War II was, only it . 

will be more terrible, more 

| thier and more destructin 

Contemplating this prospect in a 
book, Kennan con- 

cluded that another war of any mag- 
nitude approaching World War II } 

would not be tolerable. He writes: 
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urgency 

They doubt tne validity of deter- 

rence theory — and their critique 1s 
a formidable one. They doubt that 

the balance of terror can ever be so 

‘stabilized’ that it will be immune 
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major powers in Db K ¢ Irom esca- 
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< rt psvc g cts 
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Pus as SS : M 

4 | } 
- Ses meriteiaen aac ce 

: 1 1 rel 1 
2. Wes ris ouch 

t < pal S to 

ch ehiniol hai s equip 

sae t e m com] ted 

mat 

Ny 17 \ IONS aT i YS nity 
- 1 7 1 They stand in their silos and’on their 

1 } ] 
inching pads lke t sleek tomb- 

? } 

stones nan pity i: GCCENCy 
' 

And vet 1 lave perm 1 men to 
denend for bread upon thé con 

: : 
struction. Men of in ect have built 

ind 7 Lanin r inhium n grand ca s shap nnuma 

. ] oe +} 
strategies that will implement these 

+1 1 Ts a 

terrible machines. The military, th 
; ] aes : hich-priests of nuclear terror, speak } ’ 

} q 
wrhneritv in tn counsels ot 

tor yd n | nH f state a ive nade the poutics of 
2 a 

nations ove! n tneir image If one 

school children exam- 
i : s ; 

ning a Polaris missile the Navv has 

| | been good enough to display for 
+ 1 1 a | 

nga the thing and touching 

{ 
ascinati nn 

q ] 2° 
if and climbing up 

to inspé its warhead, how can one 
. : : 

eree that subtly. silently, some- 
: ' 1 

s being stroved here, some- 
lif yantts 

as cious as life itsell 

standard reply runs, the 

monst Yess of The Weapons does 

low do not preclude their necessitv. | 
) = . 

1¢ Russians 

= sT , 1 ; . 
wont cooperate: For a the nesita- 

ot VW estern dis- 

Russian 

) mt 

long equally 

tion and ambiguity 

1 ] 

armament policy, the posi- 

{ } 
fion was for discre alt- 

able and is now more so 

on ] ] 
two wuntilaterainst an- 

ra }°] } ] 
Sswers to this diuemma: unilate ral ine 

unqualified unilateral 

the “initiative 
: eee ° .] 1 
approach” comes from Charles Os- 

° " 1 9 cood: he prefers to call his proposal 

disengage-~ “graduat d unilateral & 

Se Lé mber Y, 1961 

ae 1 

ment.” Osgeod suggests that we draw 

up a schedule of disarmament meas- 

ures, each one of which would be 

significantly disadvantageous to us 

‘in terms of military aggression, 

but without being “cripplingly so. 
; - 

i r meas sow 1 | lim 
: : 

1 i Cal LIS tn lat ones 
: 

more iprehensive. con 

would be attended by full publicity 

and the reciprocal action expected 
Russians would be clearly 

Sientficantly the imitiative ap- 

ally attractive 

’ 

proach has been especiall 

psychologists: Os- to outstanding 

sxood g Jerome Frank, Erich Fromm 

In their eves, the logic of disarming 

to parley is “psycho-logic,” a return 

to sanity from the blind irrationality 

of the arms race. He re we have Rus- 

Sia and \merica, two prospering so- 

cieties Whose vital economic interests 

and less in conflict. Both } 
are 1eSS 

sides voice the desire for peaceful 
coexistence and non-violent competi- 

tion: both openly recognize the sui- ’ } ; 

cidal character of war. Though each 
side portrays the other as fundamen- 
tally wicked, this “bogev-man_ the- 

> of REST rere orv of the enemv cannot withstand 

\nd yet 

sides continue to prepare, at painful 

: 
thoughtful analysis. both 

expense, weapons and strategies that 
threaten their mutual devastation. 

What is the real engine of this arms 

race? The answer 1s fear. 

One of the real difficulties here 1S 

specifying initiatives that meet Os- 

there 

no precedent in history for the SVS= 

good’s criteria: simply €X1sts 

tematic creation of military. disad- 

vantages. The Committee for Non- 
y e 7 

Violent Action has recommended the 

cessation of missile tests and. all 
7 

research — obviously ver 

initiative that 
weapons 

far-reaching steps. An 
might be better suited as an opener 

— especially now — would be th 
proclamation of a permanent Amer- 

= ] 

test ban, accompanied by all 

the inspection facilities the Russians 

have asked of us. Nothing could un- 

dercut more embarrassingly the Rus- 
sian decision to resume testing. For 

} 1 1 ¢ 
all that, the actual sacrifice we would 
be making would be slight. For the 

ssed the stage 

esting of ex- 

‘the mitiative approach has be- 

rallying point for the dis- 
armament movement. TOCSIN, the 

Friends 
1ttee, the Fellowship of 

] 
| 

} 
come tne 

\merican Ser- 

Recon ion have all taken up the 
2 ; 

plan. But in any discussion of this 

approach, one soon develops a heat- 

1] 
ed debate between those who want 

the initiatives to be “reversible” and 

those who want them to be 

sible.” The 
“irrever 

argument is a critical one, 

NOW no doubt 

its contribution to the race. 

t is not the only factor 

mutual fear makes 

arms 
But suppose 

involved. The Russian people are 
surely not bogey men, but their lead- 

ers may be conscienceless opportun- 
ists. One must seriously consider the 
possibility that they will not recipro- 
cate our initiatives, that instead they 

will use them to steal a march on us. 
What then? How 

rv before we I 

lic has 

initiatives 
turn back? If 

I been led 

that our initiatives will be requited, 
that 

many 

to believe 

W hole this 1s the intention of 

our policy, how long will it pursue 

this course if its expectations are 
disappointed? There are voices in 
the land that would fight such policy 

receive d the 

: 7 P 

from the moment. it 

least official recognition and the ¥ 

vould grow louder each day recipro- 
cation was delaved. 

And turn back. 

Would that be the end of unilateral- 
ism? No doubt it would, and a pub- 
7 
lic that had 

} 
SuUPPOSe we did 

} 

seen its hopes dashed 
ed on by the “T-told-you-sos” gee € 

ge ae = CRO aid hrarddine 
o; tne militarists 

anc Vard-iiners 

— 

would 
return 

to the arms race with 
for now we would 

bans 

= 
redoubled energy: 

time. Worse have to make up for lost 

still, if we had sacrificed anything 
like a significant advantage to the 

it would be at exactly this 
point —- when we announced our in- 

; to the returning race — 

that W would be vulnerable to pre- 

For now the Rus- 

sians would be as far ahead of us as 
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they could expect to get: it would 
be “now or never.” The temptation 

would be great and many of us would 

not willingly trust our own military 
to forego it. 

Those who support the initiative 
approach often 
about these dangers. 

are quite myopic 
They speak 

“reconsidering our deci- 

should the 

spond favorably to our action. Such 

vaguely of 
ee gage 

sion Russians not re- 

phrases are meant to gloss over the 
difference between those favoring 

reversible and irreversible initiatives 

a broader front 

for political action. But the problem 
remains. If the initiatives are rever- 

and thus to create 

sible, we are staking everything on 
immediate reciprocation by the Rus- 
sians, for the reversible-initiative ap- 
proach is not apt to survive its first 
unrequited experiment. If the initi- 

are strik- 
ing out toward unilateral disarma- 
atives are irreversible, we 

ment. And that gives rise to prob- 

lems that had best be discussed and 
prepared for well in advance. 

I myself feel very strongly that 
the Russians would reciprocate our 
initiatives even if these were sweep- 
ing and irreversible, and that a fa- 
vorable atmosphere for negotiation 
would emerge—if not immediately, 

then as soon as the Russians were 
convinced of, and had adjusted to, 

the honesty of our intentions. Their 
alternative would be to stand against 
a rising tide of world opinion both 

within and their 
while the West, progressively more 
liberated from its inhibiting military 

and alliances, launched a 
massive economic and _ political of- 
fensive throughout the underdevel- 
oped world. But one must in al! hon- 

esty prepare for the worst. Unilateral 
initiatives, like any policy, must be 
thought out fully and all contingen- 

the most un- 

outside society . 

expenses 

cies considered—even 

pleasant. 

FOR radical unilateralists—men like 
Jerome Frank, Erich Fromm and W. 

H. Ferry — unilateral initiatives are 
the road to unilateral disarmament. 
They want no stopping and no turn- 
ing back. And what lies at the end 
of that road? In the eyes of their 
critics, it is thinly disguised sur- 
render. But this charge is quite as 

unfair as it is to accuse the support- 

134 

1 
r ers of deterrence of planning t 

annihilation of the race. 

What the radical un 

working toward is a 
1: 

1e 

} } 
fateraists at 

new conception 

of conflict and its resolution. Com- 
pared with the question they ask, 
the sophisticated strategies of the 

games theorists seem grotesquely 
primitive. [hey are asking what “vic- 
tory” and “defeat” mean, what is 

it we want to defend and why? What 

have we to fear? What is the re- 

lationship of ends and means? The 
ethical onentation of the radical uni- 

lateralists IS as old as the nony iolence 

of Mahavira the Buddha. But 
Regge es : | their effort to organize nonviolence 

and 

on a massive social scale places them 
on the frontiers | mode ri political 

thought. 

Phe radical unilateralists been 

with the conviction that the use of 

military force is simply anachronist 
In the 
out of bounds. 

eames they play, violence is 

And vet, conflicts ot 

Lhe 

sians might very well be tempted by 

interest and value exist. Rus- 

our initiatives to turn aggressive, to 

land 

others’. Thus, unless we are to sacri- 

invade and occupy our and 

fice justice and abandon the world 

to the aggressive, We must discover 
1] new techniques of struggle: eco- 

] 
nomic, moral, political and psycho- 

logical techniques that do not destroy 
what they strive to defend. What ts 

often ignored by its critics—with a 

persistence that IS almost perverse — 

is that nonviolent resistanc¢ IS aS 

much a matter of resistance as it 1s 

of nonviolence. 

Jerome Frank has defined the non- 
violent approach as the ability 

to meet violence with calm cour 

and the willingness suffer- wn to accept 

ing, without ceasing to resist, 
: ‘ ' 

without: hating the attacker. also 

Violent behavior tends to elici 

hatred and counter-violence from the 

person attacked, and this, in turn, 

intensifies the attacker’s zeal. The 

basic psychological insight of non- 
violence is that if the victim remains 

unfrightened, calm and friendly, this 

inhibits the aggressor. 

It is easy to dismiss this approacl 
that 

it demands too much of people 
by saying it is “too idealistic”; 

(though, strangely enough, this is 

often said by those prepared to de- 

mand the highest conceivable sacri- 

fice from the human race—the agony 
] > 

of war and universal extermination 
aft , . 
they hold in behall ot the ideals 

Lo be 

Is exacting. 

dear). sure, nonviolent | 
clea ses But it must be 
remembered, it is the pacifist’s last 

, the 

both come 

resort, Just as war 1s non-paci- 

fist’s final recourse: 

all 

to settle t 

into 

ther efforts have fail. play after 
] 

ed I 1¢ dispute. 
. 1 

For this reason, nonviolencc 
; 

understood 
Must 

1 
De as part of a compre- 
| 
| hensive economic and diplomatic 

policy meant. to conflict 

\sa 
} 

oience 

prevent 

short of man-to-man resistance, 

last resort, both war and nony 

are extremely demanding, extremely 
costly. One must ask: Which is less 

costly? Which, under the circum. 

stances, 1s the more appropriate tech- 
nique: lo take OM example: IS It 

“too idealistic’ to suggest that the 

freedom of the West Berliners can- 

not be defended by military force 
without destroying the citvy—and 

ie | iad . ” 

most of Europe—with tactical 

atomic weapons? Is it being “too 
idealistic” to observe that there is no 
freedom without people? 

\s the objection, 
heard, that nonviole 

saints, this is no more true t 

for often SO 

only for 
} 
| 

nee 1s 

an that 

War 1s only for heroes. Nonviolence, 

like war, 1s organized mass action— 

and in the mass, men take on char- 

acteristics they do not possess as in- 

dividuals. Of the millions who follow- 

ed Gandhi, a 

“saintly” in any sense. 

handful 

For the most 

bare were 

part, these were very ordinary and 
mperfect people, often enough capa- 

private ble and guilty of violence in 
life, but now committed to a strategy 

they felt would work. 

the 

the 

the 

‘aha campaigns against 
They have heard of 

Neero’s struggle in 

South against violent bigotry. But 
I 

British. 

\merican 

our conflict with the Russians is “dif- 

ferent,” they say. This is true enough 

—and it is a truism. Every historical 

conflict is different and each must 

be met with new tactics. 

The use of nonviolent techniques 
against the Russians, if it came to 

that, would take the most extensive 

planning and training and organiza- 
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tion—even as war does. It would re- 
quire the total mobilization of our 

society. Needless to not 

the skeleton of mobilization 
nlans exist today; and until the uni- 

Sav, even 

such 

lateralists can present something like 
an explicit blueprint for nonviolence, 

the whole argument for and against 

their strategy will remain the sort of 

sbstract debate about human nature 

it usually is. I believe that only such 
will make a 

nonviole nce. 

detailed plans ever 

cogent case tor Some 

time soon the unilateralists must get 

lots of people with imagination and 
knowledge plaving the game of non- 

violent strategies. 

Beyond this, they face many prob- 

lems that are equally tough. Thev 
must plot out in detail the way from 
here to nonviolent policy through 

the tangled jungles of American poh- 

tics, remembering that their 
of unilateralism cannot be adopted 

the 

simultaneous 

brand 

piecemeal: it requires deep- 
reaching and revision 
of all our defense and foreign policies. 
They must plan for nonviolent. re- 
sistance on a world-wide basis, re- 

commitments to membering our 

other peoples who cannot partici- 
pate in this grand policy reappraisal, 
but who will feel its consequences. 

Staggering problems, But 

here is the good fight waiting to be 

fought, the cause that will drag down 

these 

our reason and humanity with it, if 

Military 
way ee 
it IS lost. force in our tim: 

kills women and children by the mil 

lion. It burns alive the guilty and 

the mnocent quite as mercilessly as 
the Nazi crematoria of World War IT. 

It outs cities, blights the soi] and 

air, turns our society into a garrison 

state, and corrupts the hearts of men. 

ask 

work, let us ask also whether mili- 

will work. Will it work if 

what we wish to defend is an idea or 

If we whether nonviolence will 

tarv force 

of life, own de 

Will it 
thine that deserves to be called civi 

an ideal, a Way our 

cency as men! defend ant 

lized life? If these things matter, they 

must also figure in our. strategies 

THE LEGION INVADES a CAMPUS . . 6y Edward R. Cain 

State University, Brock port, N.Y. 

LAST SPRING The New York 

Times ran an ad calling for the aboli- 

tion of the House Committee on Un- 

\merican Activities. Since our stu- 
dent body had been lethargic in re- 
sponding to both the Negro sit-in 

movement the Corps, 
some of us teachers thought the 
faculty might pick up the ball on 
this issue. Without too much effort, 
we secured thirty faculty names to 

and Peace 

a one-sentence petition to our Con- 
eressman, Harold Ostertag, calling 
for the abolition of HUAC as a stand- 
ing committee. 

Responses to requests for signa- 
tures ran from an obliging “Now this 

won't get me into any trouble, will 

it?” to “Writing Ostertag! Why, vou 
might as well write Santa Claus.” 

Ostertag replied as 
most Congressmen do faced 

with controversial issues: “pleased to 
hear from you; glad to learn your 

Congressman 

when 

views: sorry I can’t agree with them.” 
Qur crusade seemed to be 
pering to its inevitable end. Anyway, 
it was the eve of the spring break. 

While spending the Easter holi- 

dav in Boston, I received a telephone 

whim- 

EDWARD R. CAIN is Associate 

Professor of Government at the Stat. 
Unive rsity ot Ne w 

4 : > ] 
York Mi Brock- 

September 9, 1961 

call from a colleague at Brockport. 
Congressman Ostertage had sent our 

faculty petition to the district com- 
mander of the American Legion in 
nearby Rochester. The Legion had 
photostated copies of faculty signa- 
tures and circulated them among lo- 

cal Legionnaires. Telephone calls to 
the college president had come in 

from Washington, New York City 
and Indianapolis, wanting to know 
what he was doing about the Reds 

on campus. 
The president called in our depart- 

ment chairman and wanted to know 
(nobody had 

bothered to tell the president about 
the petition). All during the ten-day 

what was going on 

Kaster vacation, his office was har- 

assed by inquirics from indignant 
Legionnaires. In a subsequent inter- 
view with him, he told me why he 
didn’t want to antagonize the Le- 
wion: he feared that it might re- 

taliate by campaigning against the 

next state educational bond issue. 

(In small towns, the Legion is be- 
lieved to have considerable influence 
in local politics — at least, Con- 
gressman Ostertag has always found 
this to be true and quite an asset to 

him. ) 
Since the administration was par- 

ticularly concerned because station- 

ery with the college’s letterhead had 

been used for the petition, | was 

asked to write letters to Congress- 

Ostertag the regional 

them that 

represent an 

man and to 

reassuring 

did 

official faculty position, but merely 

the 

members. 

Legion office 

the petition not 

opinion of certain individual 

About three days later, the pres- 

ident that some 

had asked 
his secretary for an appointment the 
following day. He did not know what 
kind of involved, and 
speculation from a HUAC 
investigator to the FBI. It turned 
out to be the New York State Bureau 
of Criminal 
vestigators arrived. One interrogated 

called me to say 

non-local police officer 

police Was 

ranged 

Intelligence. Two in- 

the president in his office for 
then 

over 

[wo hours and swore him to 

roamed the cam- 

students 

faculty who had signed the petition. 

Before they left, the investigators de- 
manded 

secrecy, the other 

pus and = quizzed about 

files from the president’s 

office on all thirty signatures. Upon 
calling state university officials in 

Albany, the president learned he had 
to comply with the demand. 

Evidently the 
of a Congressman 

combined pressure 

and the American 
Legion had been effective enough to 
launch a state police investigation of 
state university facultv. No charges 

were made against any of us other 

than that we had signed the peti- 

13 Jt 
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1g to our local president, of 

course, and somewhat compromised 
, = | issurances that had been given 
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tO | Ve 

PORT paper KE BROCK 
a notice from the American 

stressing t] mportance of the im- 

pending meeting and urging all the 

faith to “Come and defend the 

lib s you fought for.” The speak- 
r for the American Legion was still 

not lentified 

The morning before the scheduled 

debate, the local Lesion chieftain 

stopped by at my office. He arrived 

with the officious air of a lieutenant 

ussigned to spadework at Panmun- 
a ] 

ons were followed 

{ 
tee On Ss sok my “safe 

conduct t lines.” Quite 
; . 

1 willing told me that a 

en a fortnight earlier 

uke’s Episcopal wo- 

’ “mo : ] 
met roup on “Christianit nd 
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wmgNner-ups., H spoke ot the R CNHes= 
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comm ler s having been yee d 

: 3 99 eee ae Bote , 
i 1 Sturl v remark f had made 

, ] t t ty } 
1 ict I t that is 

smal t COLE OTes- 

1) \ T + y phras I cl 

] ] : 
e t omman r that couid 

: - . 
DOSS b] i \ peen i on I l 

Was ‘Sorry vou iO no share our 
1 | ! 

concer av I tio ( CH 

1\ teriocu W 

} ¢ Pe | 

Ould 1 yOINtT meeting with 

+ t . ] 1 the students on campus: the sopho- 
] | } } 7 

nore nelish class had been doing a 
} , 

propaganda study on Oper 

I ¢l 5 1 ] 
| n, and they mignt Nave some 

: | 
Interesting Questions No | was told 

that Ir We n id 1 yoInt meeting on 

campus, there might be riots “just 

like in the film.” Instead, we would 

be guaranteed twelve seats for facul- 

ty at the Legion hall. It was ex- 

plained that there were only 150 

seats \s ror students, only those 

who were Legion members would be 

seated. 

MY VISITOR’S most alarming dis- 

re was the content of letter he closu 

} } . r ‘6s1.° 1 1 
had received from a “higher author- 

ity’ (whether this “‘authority” was 

Legion he adqu irters or our Con- 

eressman’s office was not mad 
1 } ] 

clear). The letter rem led th 1O- 

) ] ] 
cal Post that it was its duty to keep 
a check on I dic ils in | S ibversives 

n the college staff. (I might add at 
ag : 2 

this point that in 1958 our college 
dean had run against Congressman 

Ostertag and had given him quite 
i fright. ) 

incenst d at 

the 

The local paper plave d up this angle. 

reporting that about 

dents planned to attempt to 

the Legion hall. “Thirty state troop- 

Many students wer 
their exclusion from meeting. 

350 men stu- 

enter 

ers were ready to report if necessary, 

including three cars from Clarkson; 

the sheriff's department was poised 

THI 

. ee . = a af — . for a call; and the Brockport police 
re ready both of them). 

7 . 
\; a colleague put TO me: 

Imagine vour being able to ine 
— 1Y ; 
350 students to riot! You ear t even 

’ } 1 
g them to open thei bo KS. A 

I .) | | 4 i i yr T 

' ; 
students and issure thaecem lat the 

| . “3 bo vould get to hear the debate later 
; 

from. a tape recording We = planned 
: q 

» Make Student interest Was @i-. 

» 
couraging Reports of Legionnaires 
| | eae 
arassing faculty ind THe iterven- 

) ) ’ 
n of the state BCI (often cop. 

; ] ¢] ‘ ) ] + ised with FBI) were the talk 

the campus 

NIGHT of the debate, an 
} ] 

of studied decorum prevailed. N 

questions were to bi. allowed from 

the floor. 

standard-bearer for 

as Daniel 

i Secretary ot the De- 

New 

He Was also State chair- 

' 1 

the evening was unveiled 

J. O'Connor 

partment of 

York City. 

Investigation of 

Americanism 
’ 

L -P10N §S é 
’ a ee Committee and, according to the 

| iain 
I CoOuUnSel TO 

It tickled me to 

former chie 1 

McCarthy. 

press, 

Senator 

think that the Legion was paving 

gy Meee Veena een ES af the freight for such heavy artillery, 

I weave the standard critici 

the spliced-truth of Operation Abo- 
: ] . ley £ drawn mostly from 

of the National Council 

O’Connor rallied J. 

is support. Our 
] 
t 

I dgar 
1 

exchang- 

volition of HUAC were 
= 
MNAaNCal- O’Connor em 

committee s 
1 } 

charges of Communist 

th le ide 

z pm | - < + 
ntiutration of 

rship of the National Coun- 
lurcnes Nad never been ls- c i 

proved. I felt the strategie advan- 
; owe ey eee =P age in the debate was mine. Legion- 

naire O'Connor was giving the boys 
} he nted nd , cted: | What they wanted and expected; | 

eave them some unexpected argu- 
ments, drawn mostly from Robert 

Carr’ 

mittee. Some among the audience, I 

the first time that 

there might be two sides to the ques- 

s scholarly study of the com- 

felt, learned for 

tion. 

In reporting the debate, the Brock- 

its garbled 
who said 

introduced 

version “or; Cains 

that he is a liberal Democrat and 
supports ‘many issues that the Com- 

munists do’... .” We finally got the 

port pape r 
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editor to publish the full context of 

my remarks at this point: 
I oppose the House Committe¢ 

qa liberal Democrat and don’t 

sider myself any further to the Lett. 

| support: many projects that the 

erans’ Bonus 

Housing. So has the Communist 

Party. The 

Communists will come out 

in favor of the Anti-Polution Bill for 

ill 

be cause 

River. Then we 

prol 
t 

they support something doesn't 

the ( seNESE e 

] lI really have a ‘lem. Just 

} i 

we have to keep away from it. You 
; 

have to tight for your own reasons. 
ve pre ae 
The editor’s bias in reporting the 

debate prompted the sole Republican 
department on cam- 

' 
member of our 

us TO write the paper a castigating } 
: . ; : : 

+ < } rr) , st } 

icttel defending MV position. Phe at 

] 
i etter was printed and followed by 
the tolowimng gratuitous editorial 

commen 

Wis. teal ithae: #1 oe Pee 

] +} tit , 
sors WHO signed tiie petition, as 

| 111 \ 1 
learned people, should have realized 

} 1 ol ld 

the embarassment SIC that Wi i( 

] ] 1 1] befall them by doing so. If they would 

concentrate their 

ibilities on their classroom. teac 

have to worry about 

AC, the townspeop! 

they wouldn't 

what the HI 

newspaper editors, the Amet 

ican Legi n, the EC: 

country 

Life can | mple. It comes easier 
; 

to mM { hers 

T : ] 
THIS epis Brockport raises 

ni isd oe ques Ss yr tne 

CIN ( S ( First, does Con- 
! ] ] 

’ ive } noral right to 

( S ) tuents petition to 

in al gonist essul rroup with- 

out ¢ ie the petitioners, espe- 
1 ; : : . 

Claliv Witt « Knows tHe petition 

ppv ios , ? eS ee : 
will be used as a blacklist second, 
nia? 4 
is the An can Legion taken as seri- 

] 1] aie 
OUSLY iS \ I ourseives, OF IS If 

time toc t “The Emperor Has 
! 5 } ) 17 

No Clothes | i who will cir- 
‘ , \ sD 

( it T Xt petition here Prob 

ably m = vho'll sien it? 

U.S. vs. USSR: AUTOMATION RACE... 

“WITHIN ten years, the 

United States will have to compete 
with that 
make economic decisions faster than 

tive or 

the Soviet system can 

we can, that can produce as much or 
more than we can.” This is the con- 

clusion of Paul C. Rosenbloom, Pro- 

the Uni- 

versity of Minnesota, who bases his 
fessor of Mathematics at 

apa Paraiie 
prediction on an analysis of the So- 

} viet crash program in automation, 
a program announced five years ago 
at the Twentieth Party Congress by 

Premier Khrushchev and reaffirmed 

this summer in the new Communist 

Party program. 
The goal is automation of the So- 

viet economy, and to accomplish it, 

the Soviet 

through 

Union is today going 
a veritable Second 

tion. The party leadership has re- 
alized that automation—in factories, 
in fields and in national planning— 
is the key to that economic growth 
which Khrushchev recently called 
“the most formidable weapon in the 
hands of the Soviet 
weapon that will guarantee “unques- 
tionable superiority over all leading 
capitalist nations.” 

Revolu- 

Union” —the 

In fact, the new party program 
virtually equates communism. with 
automation. This equation is_ all 

DAVID BINDER is on the staff of 
The New York Times. 
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the more surprising when one con- 
siders that the whole scientific and 

technological foundation of automa- 

tion was treated as the most evil of 
heresies under Stalin. 

Although the Second 

had its beginnines during the Stalin 

period, it was not until Khrushchev 
took power that it was given an of- 

Revolut ion 

ficial blessing. Under the present re- 
gime, highly-placed planning officials 
have been toppled, traditional eco- 

. 
nomic control organs have been dis- 

old lines of authority solved and 

have been smashed. 

AUTOMATION 

control 

means more than 

devices and computers; we 
(and the Russians) are beginning to 

learn that all that is 

ly automation. We ar 
automatic 1s 

not necessari 

that it is not 

enough to automate the production 
learning, for example, 

line of a factory. Efficient operation 
also requires automation of the sup- 
ply of raw materials and of the dis- 
tribution of finished products; it re- 
quires a reserve of trained technicians 
and programers to run the system; 
and, finally, reorganization of fac- 

tory management to cope with th 
new system. 

In short, true automation, whether 

on a local or a national scale, calls 
for the integration of many seeming- 

ly diverse social, technical and eco- 

by David Binder 

] nomic elements—a_ total approach 
that encompasses the circular nature 
of automated processes. True auto- 

mation is a kind of perpetual motion, 
} 

as mucn a 

bettet 

' 
t 

1: : ; 
and in this respect it 1s 

‘ ; 
concept, an attitude, as it 1S 

piston rings. 

” } 
thoroughness [In its breadth and ’ 

; : : 
The poviet wUtomMation program 

shows evidenc of this otality yf ip- 

! 7 ? 1 

proach Phe igenda includes the 

opment of sophisticated | I 
pe Satie j eee ne ee ee asl 
computers and seil-adapting control 

levic { = ] ss] es) 
devices machines tnat jearn to 

. ] | 

correct their own errors ): the school- 

ne ol specialists In automation-re- 

lated fields, such as semantics, modal 
7 

| information theory and linguis- oO 

tics; rapid expansion of exploration 
bo tas : oa oe in the field of mathematical econom- 

"pte Tex a 
ics as applied to planning; re-train- 
ine of workers 1 le red undant by 

he establish- 

data- 
7 r 

the control of 

mechanization, 

ment of a series of regional 

processing centers fe r 

] ] 
economic deveriopment 

\t the same time, the 
- : aye. 
nas instituted 

Soviet fOV- 

ernment a number of 

organizational reforms in the 

nomic-planning apparatus and in the 

ecO-=- 

administration of science 

Broadly speaking, the first reform 

was a shift from the old Stalinist 

system of centralized control 
of the the 

Planning Committee and a group of 
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Moscow-based industrial ministries 
to a decentralized, “territorial” form 
of control. The reform began in 1957 
and it is still going on. As recently 

as May 28, the Soviet Union was 
re-divided into seventeen economic 
areas, none of which has a population 
exceeding 25,000,000. Each area is 

administered by a regional economic 
council that is closely tied to the 

government of the republic. The au- 

tomation element in this reform is 
represented by the fact that the 
regional economic administrators are 

served by 164 data-processing cen- 
ters spread across the country, but 
linked together by the Central Sta- 

tistical Administration in Moscow. 

The reorganization of the Soviet 
scientific apparatus came in April, 
when the Academy of Sciences was 
divested of thirty research institutes 
that had been working on problems 
of application. Henceforth, the Acad- 
emy will concentrate on research in 
pure science, while applied science, 
and research on specific technological 

automation 
are administered by the 

assignments (including 

processes ae 

new State Committee for Coordinat- 

ing Scientific Research, which is di- 
rectly under the Council of Minis- 

ters, 

THE KEY element in automation, 
the development of computers, had 
gotten under way in the Soviet Union 
about 1948, with the completion of 

theoretical ground- 
work and basic research. This was 
the necessary 

a period when the Russians were 

busy translating American computer 

studies in an effort to catch up with 

us in the field. The first Russian 

computer, the MESM, was designed 

and built about 1950 at Kiev by a 
team led by Sergei A. Lebedev. About 
this time, the began 

establishing a series of institutes and 
training centers devoted to automa- 

tion (there are now a dozen such 

government 

institutes). Meanwhile, special sti- 

pends were provided for students 
who specialized in computer mathe- 
matics and leading mathematicians 
were pc rsuaded to switch fields in 

order to aid the crash program. 

The USSR’s first application of 
computers was in the field of weap- 
ons, particularly rockets. The daz- 

zling success of Soviet space shots 
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since 1957 has amply demonstrated 
Soviet progress along these lines. On 
the civilian side, the Soviet program 
envisions the systematic automation 
of factory assembly lines. At last re- 
port, the goal was 1,300 fully auto- 

mated factories by 1965; presumably 
this has since been revised upward. 
According to a recent article in So- 
cialist Labor, the principal area of 

automated = fac- 
tories is Siberia, where, because of 
the sparse work force available, they 
are most needed. 

concentration for 

SUCH IS the essence of the Second 

Revolution. While Americans  fa- 
miliar with our own sophisticated ad- 
vances in automated processes and 
machines may sniff at certain aspects 

of the Russians’ progress—or lack of 
it—in the field, there is no denying 
that their program is well ahead of 
ours in such matters as the retraining 

of workers, the schooling of techni- 

cians and the systematic coordination 
of production. This is not surprising. 
The Soviet system, with its cen- 
tralized controls and ability to mar- 
shal all human and_ physical re- 
sources toward a single objective, is 
better suited to such a program than 
our own system. Coordination of pro- 
duction in the United States, for ex- 

ample, could be achieved only by 
voluntary efforts on the part of pri- 
vate industries—highly unlikely in 

our free-enterprise establishment. 

Nevertheless, the United States is 

in the midst of much the same sort 
of technological revolution as the So- 
viet Union. The difference is that we 

started about ten years before the 
Russians. The first electronic com- 

puters were developed and used here 
during the war by men like John von 

Neumann, Vannevar Bush, Claude 
Shannon and Norbert Wiener. The 
techniques of mathematical econom- 

ics known as input-output analysis 
and linear programing (mathemati- 

cal methods for achieving the optimal 
* i limited number of 

here. 

allocation of a 
resources ) were first applied 

Why did the Soviets start so late? 

After all, it was a Soviet mathema- 
tician, Leonid Kantorovich, who in- 
vented the theory of linear program- 
ing in 1939. But the Russians never 
applied his theory until a few years 

ago. In large measure, what held the 

Russians back was the stultifying 

strictures of Marxist ideology. : 

It is ironic that the Soviet Union, 

the avowed homeland of scientific 
socialism, whose ‘Marxist-Leninist 
world view shows the right way for 
scientific work in the natural sci- 
ences,” frustrated with fusty dogmas 

the development of the sciences that 
make automation possible. The 
catalogue of frustration is remark- 
able. Formal logic and its modern 

child, mathematical logic, essential 
in designing the “logic” of electronic 
computers, were dismissed by the 
Communist Party in the 1930s as 
“metaphysical” and “bourgeois.” The 
few Soviet scholars who persisted in 
the field had to do so “almost. sur- 

reptitiously,” according to Prof. 
Rosenbloom. Only afte r World Wat 

Il was the ban lifted sufficiently to 
permit Soviet scholars to catch up 

with Western advances. 

\ related ban was that on “cvber- 
netics,” or contro] theory, a science 
developed by Norbert Wiener. Ac- 
cording to David Comey of St. Law- 
rence University, “A few years’ ago 
there was a dramatic and sudden 

shift of the official Soviet attitude 

soward cybernetics. Until that shift, 

the term ‘evbernetics’ and the name 

of Norbert Wiener had been virtual- 

ly swear words. After the shift they 

became very much ‘in’.” 

A third science condemned by the 
Communists as anathema was mathe- 
matical economics, also known as 

econometrics. In 1930, the mathe 
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matical economists were purged as 

“wreckers’” and “counterrevolution- 

aries,” and their teachings were re- 

garded as heresies for nearly thirty 
years. Not until 1958 did men like 

Kantorovich, A. A. Markov, A. A. 

and A. N. 

breakthrough 

Kolmogorov 

achieve a fou 

programing and input-output analy- 
sis, and then only under severe at- 

Liapunov 

] 

near 

tack. Today, 

achieved wide acceptance, and are 
being applied successfully in specific 
industries as 

basis. According to an article by A. 

Yefimov in the March issue of Kom- 

munist, the time when the 

will apply linear programing on a 
national scale is not far off. 
Running parallel to the ban on 

econometrics was that on statistical 

these theories have 

well as on a regional 

Soviets 

analysis. Statistical secrecy went so 
far that a leading Russian economist, 
writing a book on planning in 1952, 

was obliged to use statistics from the 
year 1925, the latest available data. 
Finally, in 1956, the party’s Central 
Committee published a report, sign- 

ed by Anastas Mikoyan, condemning 
the Central Statistical Administra- 
tion for keeping its data “under seven 
seals.” Since then, economic statistics 

have been made public and econo- 

mists are using the material for more 
rational planning. 

with 

dynamism, must be given the credit 

} Khrushchev, his pragmatic 

for breaking up the log-jam which 
Stalinist ated in the 

ID ? But it must 
Khrushchev’s 

reforms have solved all problems. 

dogma had cré 

science . 

+] 

mainstream oO! 
} , 
tnougnt lat 

seers boast When Soviet factory manag 

to the press of “fully automated as- 

sembly lines,” more than likely there 
is some point in their manufacturing 

process whére work is still done by 
manual methods. On a 

the Russians suffer 

from improper distribution of raw 
in Kom- 

mLunist cited the case of the Moscow 

Economic Council, 
only half the amount of rolled pipe 
allotted to it. On the other side of 

the ledger, there was the case of the 

primitive 

broader scale, 

materials. A recent article 

W hich received 

Republic, which received 
a large shipment of gauges for meas- 
uring fat content in milk—gauges it 
had not sought and did not need. 

The are trying to mend 
this situation by establishing inter- 
industry warehouses and plants to 
guarantee steady supplies of mate- 

Estonian 

Soviets 

rials among the regional economic 

councils. However, the Kommuntst 

Prof. 

article disclosed that even here, the 

old battle the 

and the decentralizers is going on. 
Meanwhile, a 

cheating on production reports has 
had to be 

between centralizers 

campaign against 

intensified. 

Despite these difticulties, despite 

the whole catalogue of Soviet short- 

ages, despite the continued use of 
obsolete equipment and old-fashion- 
ed methods, the Soviet economy is 

currently at a rate of 8.4 
per cent annually. And the prospects 
for future growth are favorable. 

At a time East and West 

are brandishing fists over Berlin, it 

that Khrush- 
chev’s “favorite weapon,” with its 

potentials for trade warfare, 
technical aid and financial assistance 

countries, may 

have more significance than the So- 

arsenal of rockets and bombs. 

Rosenbloom remarks that the 
tools of automation are the same on 

growing 

when 

is well to remember 

vast 

to underdeveloped 

Viet 

either side of the iron curtain—com- 
puters, control theory and armies of 
mathematicians. He concludes, “The 

question of whether as Khrushchev 
savs, the Russians will ‘bury us,’ de- 
pends on whether we can organize 

adequately the use of these tools in 

a democratic societv—and in time.” 

Selling Militarism to America (part ID .. by Stanley Meisler 

appeare d last 

e1re=service 

Ix an article which 

week, Mr. Mei 

neesman stationed in Washineton— 

der a 

described the public relations seteup 

es a ile d 

and detailed the 

operates on milt- 

armed. forc uUnNneg ue 

life,” 
eo 

WALCH 

of our 

m private 

manner in 

tary pe rsonnel and on commit les 

situated near military bases. In this 

recond and concluding article, the 

author completes his preture of the 

operations of this wiulti-million-doliar 

propaganda macirine—EbItoRs 

THE CAPTURE of military person- 
nel, and of key civilians, is vital to 
a Pentagon publicist, but his more ex- 
citing, perhaps more significant, work 
centers on the capture of the mass 
media—Hollywood, television, the 
press, even the comics. The Depart- 

ment’s Office of News Services has 
an Audio-Visua! Division which, 
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among its other duties, sees to it 
that and television 
shows have good chunks of military 

examines propaganda. The 
then lends aid to those 

i 

some movics 

division 
scripts and 
deemed wort iV of cooperation from 

the Department of Defense. 

Cooperation can save a producer 

a good deal of money. Indeed, if he 
a movie based plans almost entirely 

on the activities of the armed serv- 

ices, cooperation can determine 
whether he will have a movie at all. 

For a producer clutching a script 

blessed by the division, the services 
military 

that he can’t get elsewhere: modern 
tanks, weapons, ships, planes. An of- 

may provide equipment 

ficer, acting as technical adviser to 

insure the movie’s authenticity, often 

is sent along. The services will not 

battle for a movie 
maker, but they will invite him to 

film maneuvers or naval exercises. 
If the producer needs a few soldiers, 

airmen for individual 
scenes, the Defense Department will 

them leave to turn actor—at 

minimum Hollwood rates—for a few 
In addition, the 

non-classified 

films of battles 

fill some of the gaps in the movie. 

stage scenes 

= 

SaliOrs, or 

five 

day S. services will 

documentary 
maneuvers to 

supply 

and 

The department has guide lines to 

determine which movies deserve co- 

operation; basically, the production 

must benefit the department and the 

services. The Audio-Visual Division 
applies the guide lines with flexibili- 

ty. Comedies that twit the services 
usually receive cooperation under the 
theory that most people in the au- 
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dience understand the ribbing is all 

in fun. In serious dramatic fare, the 

about total effect, division worrles 

individual scenes, and 

for some kind 

of balance. Should the movie high- 

rather than 

often asks producers 

light a villainous officer, the division, 

before it allots tanks, may demand 

that one or two of the good guys be 

an officer, too. The Navy, for ex- 

ample, cooperated with the makers 
of The Caine Mutiny. Officials felt 

that the tyrannical, unbalanced Cap- 
tain Queeg was offset by some of the 

ntelligent and sincere other 

t ital effect, officials de- 

young, 

Olicers. nm 

} 1 F 
Clade 1, the movie Was favorable to 

the Navy. The Gallant Hours, I Aim 

( he Stars, GI Blues, Men ant 

Bly In and The Patt 

» are other movies and TV series 

produced with Pentagon help. 

IP IS HARD to criticize the Depart- 
ment of Defense for refusing to co- 
operate with producers who want to 
turn out movies injurious to the 
Army, Navy or Air Force. A ques- 
tion arises, however, when the de- 
partment denies cooperation not be- 
cause the movie is anti-armed serv- 

ices, but because its political or social 
implications are not acceptable to 
the Pentagon. Here, again, the mili- 
tary drenches itself in politics. Stan- 
ley Kramer was unable to obtain full 
cooperation for his movie On_ the 
Beach. Bertram Kalisch, chief of the 
Audio-Visual Division, said the Pen- 
tagon felt the movie, based on the 
Nevil Shute novel, was “defeatist” 

and therefore contrary to govern- 
ment policy. Actually, the movie was 
more anti-nuclear war than defeatist 
and, to this extent, in strict accord 
with official government policy, 
which is that the United States does 
not want a nuclear war. The Penta- 
gon objected to On the Beach not 

because If crossed TOvernment policy, 

but because its message might. stir 

sentiment for 

CrOss ig fa 

Because of Kramer's standing as 

disarmament ind thus 

] 
poucy. 

a producer, the Pentagon did offer 
? 7 1 ] 

him. some minor help, but he did not 
, : 

need it to produce the movie. With 
1 : . ° 1 } 

the cooperation of the Australian 
Navy and the many millions an art- 

ist of his caliber can command, 

Kramer gave the world On th 

Beach. A lesser producer with less 

money might not have been able to 

do so without massive help from the 

Pentagon. In a sense, the decision to 

1 or refuse cooperation, particu- len¢ 

] -] } ome pnp luicer ylter 1 ir larly When some producers aiter thell 

script to meet Pentagon complaints, 
) 

1 
sa kind of censorship. 

AMONG the 
man our defenses, it is difficult 1 

millions of men who 

) 

imagine any spending most of their 

time bolstering comic. strips. But 
Louis Kraar of The Wall Street Jour- 

nal, one of the most perceptive and 

newsmen W ho thorough of all the 

cover the Pentagon, has reported: 
“While no military publicity men are 

g up comic 
’ 

assigned strictly to backin 

strips, many often spent a lot of their 
working hours doing just that. For 

the services, the ‘right’ comic strip 

can do double duty as an animated 
recruiting poster and as a vivid sup- 

leet requests.” The right ( port for bu 
comic strips for the Air Force are 
Steve Canyon and Terr 
Pings for the Navy, Buz Sawyer 

and Thorn McBride. The Army isn’t 

blessed with any. 
Milton Caniff, supplied faithfully 

with Air Force inforn 

the favor by using his hero, St 

Canyon, to fight for Air Force pro- 

erams. Any Air Force propaganda 

ration, returns 

mouthed by Steve Cany reaches 

Americans through 625 newspapers. 
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When the Eisenhower administra. 
tion cut back the B-70 program, 

a Caniff strip read one day: 

Steve: Captain, what happened to 

the BX-71? 

Captain: Oh, nothing went wrong 

th the vehicle itself, Col. Canyon. 

But I’m ir id your job has been 

“reoriented.” The money boys bailed 

the bird out from under you. The 
BX-71 program has been cut back 

TO save money. Your hardware Te- 

turns to the shelf. I—I’m truly sorry, 
old man. 

Steve: T guess it won't really mat- 

ter! If the Russians send a few Ro- 

man Candles at us some cloudy 

. . WE ake a formal pro- 

test in the U.N. tl 

we can only find the 

ve next day—if 

pieces ft the 

building. 

Caniff told Kraar that no pressure 
was applied or needed for him to do 

his BX-71 strip. “I just knew how 
important the B-70 program was 
and that they were fighting to pro- 
duce it,” he said. 

George Wunder, who draws Terry 

and the Pirates, has gone even fur- 
ther than this for the Air Force. 
When the Air Force was feuding 

Margaret Chase Smith 
mainly because of her 

yub] 

with Sen. 
Cz. Me.), 

fusal to approve the public rela- 
tions gimmick of promoting actor 
Jimmy Stewart to a general in the 

reserve, Wunder introduced a new 
character to his strip. She was “Con- 

Dolores 
notorious, penny-pinching, hardened 
gresswoman Deepsix,” a 

legislator who spent a good deal of 
her time harassing the Air Force and 
obstructing some of its most vital 
programs. The Dolores Deepsix epi- 
sode was part of a well-coordinated 
campaign against Mrs. Smith, which 
also included anti-Smith comment by 
a radio commentator and a syndi- 
cated columnist. “Unavoidably, Ter- 

TERRY BUZ SAWYER 

Field Enterprises, Ine r Feat 

The Aw Force likes Steve Canyon and Terry; the 

HE WANTS US TO SHOW OURSEL 

Navy likes Buz Sawyer. 
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ry’s adventures are propaganda for 

air power and preparedness,” Wunder 
told Kraar, “but these are things I 

believe in strongly.” 

Several years ago, the Navy almost 
Bus artist, 

Roy Crane, grew tired of sea adven- 

to take 

into the life of a private citizen. The 

lost Sawyer, when its 

tures and decided his hero 

fearful Navy publicity men launched 
a massive campaign, Kraar relates, 

and seamen 
| } i 

throughout 

the country to write Crane and tell 
him how much Buz Sawyer meant 

to them. In addition, the Navy in- 
vited Crane to a tour of the Pacific 

fleet. Crane changed his mind and 
kept Sawyer in the Navy. Since 

then, the Navy has been busy sup- 

persuaded 

plving him with enough dramatic 

make that he 

of naval life any more. 
material to 

doesn’t tire 
Recently, Kraar points out, Crane 
had the 

warfare ship for two weeks. The re- 

sure 

run of an anti-submarine 

sult was an anti-submarine warfare 
episode in his strip that coincided 
with a successful Navy campaign to 
win more funds for anti-submarine 

wartare. 

Last year a second comic strip 
emerged to help fight the Navy’s bat- 
tles at sea and in the public arena. 
The Copley Newspapers started dis- 
tibuting Thorn McBride, the story 
of the commander of an atomic sub- 

marine. The Navy League rewarded 
James S. Copley, chairman of the 
Copley this and 
other favors by presenting him with 

the Rear Admiral William S. Par- 
sons Award for Inspirational Civilian 
Leadership. 

Newspapers, for 

ON THE second floor of the Pen- 
tagon, facing the Potomac River, a 

long, rectangular room is filled every 
day with two dozen men, of varying 
skills and intelligence, who make up 

the single most important target of 
the military public relations estab- 

lishment. The room is the Pentagon 
press room, and the men are the few 

American newsmen who spend _ all 
their working time covering military 
news. They represent the Associated 
Press, United Press International, 
The New York Times, the New York 
Herald Tribune, The Washington 

Post, the Washington Star, The Wall 
Street Journal, the Chicago Tribune, 
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the Cleveland Plain Dealer, Time, 
Newsweek and a few other 
papers trade magazines. Al- 
though other newsmen nose around 

news- 

and 

the Pentagon from time to time and 
vften come up with an incisive story 
or two, these two dozen in the news 

room, by and large, form the image 
of the military that the 
American people through the press. 

| 
reacnes 

THE Pentagon publicity men, who 
work across the hall, must court these 
newsmen, answer their questions, 

direct them to sources of news and, 

hopefully, instill a military point of 
view in their stories. One of the best 
Ways to fulfill all these goals at once 

is to take the newsmen on a 
ket.” From time to time, with the 
military paying expenses, a newsman 
will find himself the of the 

Navy on a cruise of a nuclear sub- 

“yun- 

one gue St 

marine, or of the Army on maneuvers 

of the new anti-guerrilla warfare units, 

or of the Air Force on the flight of a 
B-52. For a newsman, these junkets 
can be invaluable. He has no other 
way to see the equipment and skills 
that he writes about every day in 
the Pentagon press room. At_ the 
same time, he may find it difficult 

to break through the cords of pub- 

licity men around him to get a mean- 
ingful look at all that is displaved. 
And, when he returns, he may find 

it difficult to write anything that 
might displease kind military 
hosts. It takes a perceptive, hard- 

minded newsman to come through a 
junket without some bias in favor 

of his hosts. 

his 

In recent years, newsmen through- 
out the country have received free 

transportation to visit military in- 
stallations all over the world. “It may 

you to Sylvester 
wrote an editor recently, “that there 
are editors and 

who annually turn up in the spring 
with requests for government trans- 

surprise learn,” 

cases of newsmen 

portation to Europe — including 
Paris — on the basis of doing stories 
about our overseas installations. For 
many years the aviation writers of 
the U.S. have been carried on gov- 
ernment planes to their national con- 
vention. ... There have been many 
instances of large news-gathering or- 
ganizations requesting transportation 

not only for one but two men to vari- 

ae : ee 
ous places in the world where, if their 
news interest is legitimate, they can 

20 by commercial transportation 

Sylvester has revived an old directiv 
which prohibits free transportation 
except. under exceptional circum- 
stances 

In summ ip del reporting, 

Jose} h Al sc Db nas s ud es | he Te nd- 

ency is to take government hand- 

outs. This is a verv bad thing: to do 

in the area of defense — more than 

in any other. In this area, govern- 

ment handouts are always and _ per- 
sistently mendacious. All government 

handouts lie; some Jie more than 

others, I’m certain.” The Pentagon’s 

Office of New Sery pares 

1500 handouts a year, yping 
them to the newsroom across the 

hall. Most of these handouts describe 

hew We dp NS OF ANNOUNCE new cCcon- 

tracts or describe some upcoming 

events, and most newsmen in_ the 

press room deny that they depend 
on them. The AP and the UPI may 

use the handouts to send. small 

stories on their regional teletype- 
writer circuits for newspapers in- 

terested in a particular contract. The 
trade magazines also use many of 
the handouts, for their readers in 

the defense industries want to know 

about contracts. But the military 

reporters like to get their stories by 

talking to people, not 

handouts. For some reporters, par- 
ticularly those representing influen- 

tial newspapers, the handout often 

is replaced as a source of news by 

something far more interesting and 
“news leak,” the 

that 

complicated — the 
we 

name for an exclusive story 

comes from a source Who can not be 

identified. 

BECAUSE of the news leak, Wash- 
ington newsmen have found them- 

some lively debate 

the inauguration of Kennedy—a de- 
bate that than it 
clarifies. The new President and his 

Secretary of Defense periodically 

have denounced breaches of security 

selves in since 

obscures more 

or speculative news stories that, in 
the view of Kennedy and MeNa- 
mara, the enemy. As a 
many news columns have been filled 
with arguments about security and 

secrecy and the conflict between na- 
freedom of the 

14] 

aid result, 

tional defense and 



snoring, in the main, the press, all i 
real irritant and the real problem. 

Wi har 1 oblig hon, a respons 

bility, to the press and 

to keep them 

tivities of the Department MeNa- 

1 
miormMmed On Thre C- 

mara told t S Armed S 

Committee last April 5 \r 

same time. we certainiv bay 

sponsibility tt vithhold iormiat 

that would be ereat value to out 

potential enemics Why should 

we tell Russ i) the ZEUS de- 

velopments may not be satistacto 

\W h t Ve nigel t t% be saying 1s that 

we have the most perfect anti-[CBM 

svstem that the human mind. will 

ever devise. Instead. nub do 

maim ois. alr ly fall of statements 

7E\ S Mmiit\ not he sagvis- 

1 } 
Nas dehcienctes factory, that it : 

1] think it is absurd so release that 

kind of information tor the public 
: ‘ iis E 

MecNamara’s point of view has 

been roundly denounced by the 

press, particularly since it implies 

that the Secretary wants newspapers 

not only to refrain from printing in- 

his depart- formation harmful to 

ment, b ut to fill their columns with 

hes that delude the public as well 

is the Russians. In 1958, Joseph and 

\lsop, in their book 77/ 

Reporter's Trade, dealt with argu- 

ments similar to that of McNamara, 

Stewart 

and their point of view probably re- 
flects the views of most newsmen in 
Washington today: 

We have alwavs believed that the 

American people have an absolut 

unqualified right to know. exact 

where they stand at all times. VW 

have further believed that it is the 
, 
he reporter's Jughest function to add, 

1 if he can, to the American peopte’s 

knowl: dge of wh re the Vv stanc 

7 f 1} } ‘ 

Wi ore TurTnNer CONVINCE that 

99 100s of — the \mericum govern 

ments secrecy has no othe r purpose 

but official convenience 

Unfortunately, sound arguments 
like these are wasted now, for much 

of the current hubbub over secrecy 
and security is unreal. While Ken- 
nedy and McNamara are jumpins 

newspapers for printing secrets, t 

really are angry at military leaders 
for Jeaking stories. An 

of two incidents that irked the Presi- 

eXamination 

dent uncovers the heart of the con- 

trover©s\ 

On February 27. Pentagon neWws- 

man Richard Fryklund and State 
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D: partment newsman Earl Tr. Voss 

y porte | he I] In VStar 

t tr Secretary t Stat Dean Rusk 

mad s 4 Memorandum to the Pen- 

vO adve cating 2) icy that 

would sharp restrict he role ot 

iT eapons 1 lipnlomacy and 

var.’ According to Frvyklund and 

Voss, Rusk suggest | that “even 

MASSIVE ttacks n | LrOP« sh ysuld be 

? “ h conventional We pons.” 

ihe two reporters n id not seen thre 

memorandum, but Air Force officers 

had given them a summarv. The 

summary actually was a distortion 

of Rusk’s view, which was that the 

United States must strenethen con- 
; A oh 

ventional frorces While Maintaining 

j a | ] ] 
nuclear power. Phe otticers had leak- 

ed a distorted version in hopes of 

] 
gare government and 

h] = ‘apntrsnc is ? “t119] DUDIHIC om accepting Rusk S actual 

views, 1f he ever advanced them pub- 

1c 

Chis neat lodge vB e Fryklund and 

Voss an exclusive story, the publi 

i fa picture of Rusk’s views, and 

vw Russians vel ttle. Kennedy 
} ] ] 

rdered an mvestigation, and the 
: 

olticers st spected of giving tne story 

ce) CH« eporters \ transferred 

+ 2 + rom the Pentagor 

1 } 
published 

m accurate summary of a plan de- 

veloped by the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

to meet the Berlin crisis. The plan 

mcluded several steps des ened to 

OW kk Sia il he U) ted States 

M uld ( \ eld in ch oO} Berlin: 

1 a ¢ ereencyv Ww yuld be called 

th lratt utd bY crease l the 

\ Wa 1) SOULE le monstration rf 

\merican intent to t nuclear Weap- 

Ons if necessary, Pul cation in 

\ n 1 Kennedy, for th 

plan app lin the magazine before 

it reached the President’s desk. J 

clear! id b 4 } d to thi mayea- 

7 b TVG P Ny) On officials to 

le re Ken c ly il Iicce} ing it — 

Hf Kennedy nored the advice, th 

public an Congress now would know 

that the Joint Chiefs of Staff, our 

h rd advocated a 

military course that our civilian Pres- 

refused to follow. 
Een Ne Pee } v Ken 
sreceaented Move, Nen 

1 } if “Pp r 
nedyv oraeread THe FBI to Investigate 

story and determine 
1 ) 1 

who had eiven it to the magazine. 

This investigation, still uncompleted, 

has humilhated the Pentagon and, 

other military 

men to forget the news leak and find 

perhaps, convinced 

some other publicity device to mold 
Opinion. 

FBI, and 

several of the McNamara directives 

THE unleashing of rhe 

mentioned in this survey, make clear 
that Kennedy is making an attempt 

to keep the Pentagon and its massiv. 

public relations establishment in line, 

“Our arms must be subject to ulti- 

mate civilian control and command 

it all times, in war as well as peace,” 

Kennedy said on March 28 in a mes- 

Sage to Congress. 

The evidence so far indicates that 

Kennedy's civilian leaders are not 

afraid to issue orders to the military. 

But the methods of Kennedy and his 

administrators are more often obliqu 

han direct. Using the tricks of power 

learned in Congress, Kennedy does 
publicity 

t whittls away at. their 

not lash out at military 
h men, bu 

sources Ob power, As a re sult, while 

Pentagon publicity. men may be 
afraid these days to go too far, they 

do not always realize it is undemo- 

cratic To do sO 

No one can expect the military to 

disband all its publ relations pro- 

grams. In the realities of Washing- 

ton politics, every agenev needs to 
create an image of itself that will 

draw funds from Congress. Other- 

wise even the most needed projects 
will wither for lack of money. 

But the military publicity men, 
while doing their job of smoothing 

relations between the Department of 
Defense and Coneress and the pub- 

lic. must be curbed far more than 

they have been by the Kennedy Ad- 
he dangers are real. 

According to UPI, the memorandum 
on right-wing military propaganda 

ministration. T 

prepared for Senator Fulbright and 
sent to McNamara warned that while 
the parallel may seem farfetched, 
the revolt of the French generals in 

Algeria is “an example of the ulti- 
mate danger.” The publicity men of 
the Pentagon are busy molding the 

thoughts of America to fit a military 
pattern. If the generals and admirals 

ever capture all public opinion, they 
would need nothing as crude as an- 
other “Algerian coup” to control 

America, 
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Communism ’s 

CHINESE COMMI 

Hughes. Dufour Editions. 

THE 

Richard 

90 pp. $2. 

James Cameron 

TO SAY there has been a shortage ot 

China in the 

past ten years is to oversimplify with 

serious reporting from 

almost Oriental delicacy; there has been 
: apie 

just about none. It is not wholly the 

fault of the West, which cannot prop- 

erly report on what it cannot see (or, 

we had better Say, should not; there is 

: : 
more than enough parti-pris polemiciz- 

ing trom those whose knowledge of con- 

temporary China best roes at oa £ al ul 

as a quick peer across the Shum-chun 

River from Hong Kong). A 

have gone a little further, tried a littl 

harder; mostly the 

the reverberations of the big gon 

the committed press. 

Of all the subjects in China that have 

TeW ot us 

result was lost im 

es of g 

been confused with emotive and sub- 

jective argument, on both sides, the 

greatest must surely be the communes. 

They have been presented as everything 
from paradise to purgatory by writers, 
Communist or anti-Communist, who 

have never been able to consider them 

as other than symbolic. 

Such a one is not Richard Hughes. 

His little book, The Chinese Commune 

is the first straight job of analysis I 

have yet seen; indeed, it may well be 

the first yet published. It deserves the 

keenest attention | from Who is 

interested either in contemporary China 

any One 

or in admirable journalism. 

Richard Hughes is one of the institu- 

tions of Far Eastern journalism: the 
London Sunday Times man in Hong 

Kong. Many a less firmly based traveler 
—including myself, often been 

grateful for that massive and compas- 
-has 

sionate presence in one or other of the 

many rendezvous between Bangkok and 

Tokyo. When Richard Hughes an- 
alyzes the communes, he is to be taken 

seriously, since—unlike 99 per cent of 
those who do the same thing—he has 

seen them, or at any rate come nearest 

to seeing them. He was in China dur- 
ing 1956-57, when he Saw several ot 

JAMES CAMERON, chief foreign 

correspondent of the London News 
te ze ° i. , y . ? 

Chronicle until that paper's demise last 

year, 1s the author of Mandarin Red iv ine 
? 

(Rinehart ) 

September 9, 1961 

Ultima Thule 

vhich the com- 
. logical de- 

st two of the 

Ss ills neal 

hi P which he 

tT MpPOrary 

dove: hy 
at tae 

qiy gt nis 

nad statistics. His 

expe- 

in anti-commune 

A Small Grain of Worship 

QO most august 

and sacre d host, 

candle in your |i ght, 

burnt to. th quick; 

you know I offered you my _ best, 

hours, minutes, days, years spent 

to proffer a small grain 

of worship, incense, 

my last breath (I thought) 

to assemble in my song, 

lines competent to praise, 

of shame no taint, no noms démoniaques 

invoked, no fallen 
} 

angel 

called by name; 

now I am forced to hold my lines in 
doubt, 

ceive me the answer, 

let me know your grace, 

whose is the Judgment? 
there is One 

indifferent to the realm of time and 

space, 

Azrael; ironic and subtle in his smile, 

near and familiar is his face, 

(are his eyes amber?) 

“is this your throw with Death? 
right, left? 

win, lose? 

you court the end? 

you call this life? 

your rose so red 

is bondage, stamp and seal, 
you asked, ‘I am judged prisoner?’ 
you spoke of Asmodel, 

your rose so red 
withers in any case, 

] 
adenyers renouncement? few 

now choose, 

right, left, 
; 2 

win, lose. 

H.. D. 

book, but t anti-commune book 

He has tried € says t void 

pitfalls into Cc The ext n I 

black-and-white pre pudice aly Vs le dl. 

.. Grey, unhappily, is usually the color 
t y of tog 

Communes at 

start. 

e compu 

Hughes reluct 

jects the pl isant 

Nao, the 

Peking, moving 

and 

gravely while the peasant 

Richard 

picture of Cl 

father-figure from 

knee-deep through t! 
Alite } 

rice, rapt open-minded, nodding 
] 

women pic ad 

to hand over their cooking gear to the 

mess hall and thei children tC the 

nursery so that they may work full 

time in the factory, while the young 
} 

men plead to be allowed to drill in the 

before and 

ack How le ck Olle: 

titer work: and militia 

finally “Comrades! You 

have persuaded me. You shail have 

Communes < 

bible-ot-theory, Red 

Flag “We must undermine 

the family, built on the class 

tion system.” And he that to 

the the have 

brought the country closer to the ulti- 

He quotes the 

‘lag, as saying: 
¢ xploita- 

accepts 

mind, party communes 

mate stage of communism than any 

other land on earth. He justifies all his 

theses with reasonable argument and 

Now 

often, he slips into an unworthily pejora- 

like the “insectivised” com- 

munities of Kwangtung, 

fair figures. and but not gain, 

tive word 

not impossibly 

to his Sun- through too hasty reference 

da Times carbons. 

THE COMMUNES were not establish- 
ed without trouble; notoriously there 

were unruliness and difficulty in_ the 

faraway northwest province of Sinkiang. 

But, says Richard Hughes, 

. .. the word “revolt” has been 
recklessly used in some wishful-think- 

ing Western reports. It is an exag- 
geration. ... The Sinkiang objections 

to Communes never approached the 

futile demonstrations 

by the Tibetans. Curiously, the Party 
cadres seem to have run into trouble 

with the 

revolutionary 

minorities in 
Sinkiang when they began to “tidy 

up” 

non-Chinese 

the Communes, operating the 
flexible principle of appeasement and 

rectification, compromises and long- 
reforms, which range have proved 

ettective in the Han Communes. 

The takes me_ back, 

parenthetically, to the strange talk | 
myself had, some three years before, 

with the then Minister of Agriculture, 

143 

whole thing 
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idmitted principle that ill ope 

ire cagey ind re airy, even 

1 ted Ol S. id se ) 

tr} most Ve ( plung 

all to collectivization—and t 

production WwW uld h Ve I 

We ] ° thm 4 C >| ! 4 1 

Y how vor hax to read H rahec 

isn’t anyone else 

ences the objectivity with which I 

that the book is i | ndmark WT 

medicine. From “The Paradox of 
e : 

cal Progress,” the opening chapter 

iptly named, through “Or pt 

The Pertlous Impe rative,” “The 

] > ed ] tional Response,” the intricate 

nization and structure of 

probl lems outlined a 
7 

Very often simplification actua 

scures issues. Doctors, Patten 

lat extent it explores each 

factors that contribute to the complenity 

and hy explaining the h ckeround \ t 

opposing elements, makes evident 

; ‘ : cs 
tion. For example, a discussion 

: * ~ 
rising costs of Blue Cross, and 

cre 

cial needs, makes ewe the ( 

of the “honest broker” who ts 

of profte ssional interests 

As the stakes 

Cross finds itself 

from many 

one hand. many 

tape tenes 
sioners — like Smith of Penn 

nd Thacher of New York — 
repeated requests for rate inc 

re prodding Blue Cross to 

responsibility for consumer inte 

in relation to hospital practices 

ins costs On the other side : 

_ lo cal hospit ils. the he hind-t} 

influence of the AVIA 

mertia all reinforce its 

. } ] 1 

Ca ror S tiscal agent ol th 

’ : P 
And a possible solution 

1 - 1 

Calis tor a merger oj Blue 

>} | eB } 
and Blue Shi ia mto one bro: 

ganization with effective authority 

over san ik uit 

Se cea ae ae 
ire examined, the professional 

cone lusio1 S ara 

Health Insurance does not simy 
} 

the current need and the current 

asing failure of the plan to mee 

gical-medical prepaymer 

. , 
Furthermore, the analvsis considers 

: : waa 
the contribution to the dilemma oft pa. 

tient and doctor as Well as institutyor 

it ynears that the vrow rd 
‘ ‘ t * ~ ~ ie 

mand tor hospital care 1s W ited 

. . ] } . \ S increased technologic 

tanc 1 modern medaicin th 

1 j 1 
or the ged, and by the backlog ot 

1 on the part of many people to 
} , : 

\ 1 s ien ed ull Ti \ re 

, 
centgtiy | ) Ss 1 xTe nowever 

demand has been. artifici ravens 

by the greater availability of hos 
— ; 

pital Deds as compared to outpatient 

1 } , 
facilities and ternuftive commu 

services, by the tina need of hos 

pitals to maintain) maximum 

cupancy rates, by the trequent tim- 

itation of imsurance to hospitalized 

iiness, by inadequate phy sician ind 

consumer appreciation of the im- 

portance ot preve ntive mec ind 

comprehensive care, and by the fail 

ure of sng segments of the medical 

profession to discourage hospital use 
ier - oy 1 

where it was not medically in order 

What is indicated is a rationalized 

svstem of community wd region 

} sit] F-aeain¢ ve | } ] wspitalt Tfaciuties with the genera 

: ies 
hospital as specialize d center tf | 
network of appropriate medical and 

licen] in 

tem, long advocated by 

“a | . | lh,e4] } 14 pital and medical authorities, could 

relieve the financial pressure on the 

inevitably expensit e general hospital 
S| 1 4 

witnout denving the legitimate de- 

mands of doctors and patients ali 

In the same way, the grave problems ~ . CN piUuien 
: : 

of drug costs and drug use are seen as 
ispects of medical p tice, of inadequate 

1 , . , 
control and mushrooming development, 

} \ ] . - 1 as well as of ereedy corporate policy 

There is no question that drug-ma 

facture supervi s10n and prescribing 

] } 1 ] 
should DE unde snarp fede control 

} } } THE authors call attention to the 

creasing rol of non nhivacan aa 
PEASE Cc 4 -“pAysicirans } 

I+} f : y “sae 
nealtyn profession: pe million laymen 

compared with 250,000 doctors, a 
: : : 

gaged in the health services industri Z 

This important development makes 1t 

necessary to reconsider the relative roles 

Oi phy SIC] ins ind othe t he th u rk 

ers, and perhaps to redistribute theu 

re sponsi 7 

of income the nes 

aqustrv co 

Chere status 

Dr. Fox of the 

Montefiore Hospital in New York. 

The Nation 
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British Medical publication, The Lan- to provide for patient and professional 
has W Cc Tc erting che led needs and assure the economic base so 

c | mipi Vicdle Como hat euch of its citizel H | 1CCESS 

ealth.”” Consid ions of this kind have to modern medicine, 

portant imy t s for the future of Phe conelusions of this massive study 
1: = oe a ee vege cae Pen gees Ee fee th n } C C11¢ C ead Wht Ve Wg expect ere 

g t101 This partic r chapter, * | 1 must be ch ire 18 ? Vo Dp 

Changing Structure of Medical Prac- cians more adequ vy trained t 

tice.” Ss very W l d 1 \ th SOC ] needs nd patient ittify oe oe 

And Ss 1 dical  so¢ eties nd th 1 more elle nt reamization ob services, 

politics are found to be one factor that 9 group — practice ) rational hospital 
duces and maintains the confusion. «scheme, supervision of drug manufacture 

They are an important factor, but. still ind) marketing, increasing access to 

r Lhrough its legislative bodies, medical care through reduction of eco- 

ociety must take hand to moderate nomic barriers. New, and as far as | 

the competing interests, adjust services know previously unconsidered, recom- 

ry ‘ 

The Hell of Smoke 

, fry “raiser tr ! es Z f rower 

‘ ee f d 

Septem ber 

The houses of men are on fire 
* é 
Pity the 

And the homes of the living 

dead in their graves 

Pity the roofbeams whose waters burn till they’re ash 

Pity the old clouds, devoured by the clouds of hot sand 

And the sweat that’s drawn out of metals pity that too 

Pity the teeth robbed of gold 

[he bones when their skin falls aw ay 

Pity man’s cry when the sun is born in his cities 

Vind the thunder breaks down his door 

\nd pity the rain 

For the rain falls on the d serts of man and 1s lost 

fallen 

Where will the eye find rest 

The images rise from the marrow and ery in the blood 

5 the smoke-filled days 

And his eyes in the 

if the mind is a house that has 

’ ° 
t\ mans voice in 

darkness 

Pity the sight of his eves 

the darkness 

What can he see but the children’s bones and the dead sticks 

But the places between spaces and the places of sand 

And the ck teeth 

The faraway places 

For what can a Man see in 

places of bla 

The black sand carried and the black bones buried 
The black veins hanging from the open skin 

And the blood changed to glass in the night 

The eye of man is on fire 
A green bird cries from his house 

to death 

drops out of a 

And opens 

The 

a re d eye 

sun pine tree 

Brushing the earth with its wings 

For what can a man see in the morning 

What can he see but the fire-raisers 

The shadow of the fire-raisers lost in the smoke 

The shadow of the smoke where the hot sand is falling 
The fire-raisers putting a torch to their arms 
The green smoke ascending 

Pity the children of man 
their bones when the skin falls away 
the skin devoured by fire 

he fire devoured by 
The mind of man is on fire 

Pity 

Pity 

fire 

And where will his eves find rest 
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By ANpRE MALRAUX. Never before published ia 
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THE ART OF POETRY 
By Paut VALERY. Inuoduct ion by T. S. Eliot. 
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THE BOOK OF THE IT 
By Georc Gronveck. Introduction by Lawrence 

Duricll. A rediscovered classic of psychoanalytic 
thought. wha 

SOCIAL CHANGE IN LATIN AMERICA veer 
Introduction by LYMAN BRYSON, 

THE HUDSON REVIEW ANTHOLOGY , 
Edited by FREDERICK MORGAN.: $1.65 
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By RicHARD BaRDOLPH. Biograpl 
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$1.85 
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TALKS ON AMERICAN LAW 
Edited by HakoLp J. BERMAN. Essays by Harvard 
Law School professors. +: $1.25 
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\ novel by WiLLA CATHER, ‘ G3¢ 
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By H. Stuarr Hucues. The Reconstruction of Eu- 
ropean Social Thought, 1890-1930, $1.85 
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Hellman’s Toys in the Attic, Chayefsky’s The 
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Levitt’s The Andersonville Tri $1.45 
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By RicHArRD P. STEBBINS, $1.45. 
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By Isak DINESEN. $1.25 
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vendations li field of regulating 

med cal ts. The Somerses rec- 

mize that control of doctors’ fees and 

ho pit | costs contains elements ot dan- 

to the free practice of medicine, 

but they point out that without control 

reasonable discipline cannot be imposed 

es or organizations. They 

eel ] 

1 or a ie ilth VUthor- 

\ 1 public servic commission, tO 

set rates ind charges ) bur, ot course, 

| 1] | ' 2 
this would in no way influence utiitza- 

method is needed: 

perhaps a mixed form of self-regulation, 

consumer regulation and a public body 

might do the trick. As they say, 

The problem of reconciling a sub- 

stantial and | 

expenditures with the 

eitimate increase in 

| ( C 

regulation necessary to maintain the 

financial stability of private health 

insurance and the health. services in- 

dustry in the face of ever-rising de- 

mand will be a continuing problem 
] | for years to come at least until 

the necessary increase in the number 

doctors and facil- 

achieved. \ great deal ot & 

and productivity ot 

ities 1S 
‘ 

study. and experimental action 1s 

needed But it would be disastrous 

to wait for a “perfect” or a “pain- 

less” form of control, which can never 

be found. The issue may no longer be 

regulation versus laissez-faire but 

regulation versus ‘pub yi c oper: ation. 
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1 : 
If there 1 ny deer I t i l 

the over-all impress that vi itary 
} ) 

insur: must do. the Regulated 

ot course, “torging ew patt of pub- 
’ ' | 

HIC=priy tec re I Ds pel ps but 

1" ] } 
Still Voluntary ins | ss I 

the } uropean expel : ¥¢ t Vol 

: 1 1 | 

untary msurance ¢ mot dot Dp, an 

1] + , the comfortable concept of cooperatior 

between the public 1 p t sectors 

] ] 1 mn 

breaks aown when t rovernment S 

forced to subsidiz the private sect 

to maintain question bie promt mcen- 
, 

tives. In Denmark, for exam] rder 

to maintain the ( Vol SICK 
] 1 

funds continue to exist, closely control- 

) ] - } tot ied in Charges, uniform tie I tits 
! , a 
dministered uph a central vency 

a . } 
heavily su ibsidized from. tax ftunds For 

all practical purposes this is a com- 
pulsory national health service, but the 

voluntary veneer is maintained, and the 

sick funds operate iS private agencies, 

Chis duality, with its air of a masquerade 
defense of free enterprise, is not logi- 

cally necessary. However. ithors 

may be right that it is practically nec- 

THI CROSS RO 1] Ss OF ] / B / kK {L- 

ISM: Croly, Weyl, Lippi 
the Pr 

Charles Forcey. Oxford University 

Press. 358 pp. $7 

Peter Bachrach 

STANDING upon the tenet that man 

can consciously and rationally direct his 

own fate. rhe 

lacked confidence in either Onosis 

of the ills of society or in e be- 

leves constitute the Good Society. But 

he has been considerably less sure of the 

means by which the latter might be 
1 1 ' 1 1 

brought to pass. In fact he has floun- 
} . ] } 
dered miserably in developing theories 

ot change. 
- , 
[he complexity of the Ameri no- 

1 “ ] . 9 , = n . 1 

litical svstem, the absence of disciplined 

political parties, and a relatively weak 

ind quiescent trade-union movement 

have not made his task any easier. Nev- 

ertheless, one would expect some degree 

of sophistication 
+ taining to the problem of reform. What 

ought to be the role, for example, of the 

itellectual retorme his ition with 

men of power? That is, ¢ intellec- 

tual elite exert sufficient influence upon 

decision-makers to initiate 1 rm 1 the 

PETE R BACHRACH, author of Prob 

lems in Freedom, t. 

at Bryn Mawr 

essary—according to the American doe. 

trine of the “concurrent majority.” For. 

n observers of the American. scene 

are fairly pessimistic about the possibil- 

ity of early radical political action to 

enforce a national health service. Me. 

Ke Own, 

ine in Birmingham, has written tartly: 

dour yrofe ssor of Social Med- I d 

| parties| have practiced “Both | politic: 
1 form of political contraception which 

insures that, however suggestive the 
1] 7 } 

preliminary movements, there are no 

embarrassing legislative consequences,” 

It is never easy to reduce the long- 

vested power and privilege of a class or 

group, but it has been done. Legislators, 

however reluctantly, eventually redress 

an he key 

pressure (Jefterson’s enlight- 

balance, or they are replaced 

is popular 

ened electorate). This book can do i 

great deal to stimulate that popular 

pressure by arousing interest, 

the apathy 

altering 

and prejudice that are the 

enemies of change, and through the 
vital light it throws on the problems 

and possible solutions, opening the way 

tor a reasonable natienal health program, 

for Reform 

thsence of sustained pressure from the 

electorate? If not, is the middle class a 

fulcrum to meaningful social change, or 

must such change await widespread pro- 
test from the working classes? 

These are some of the questions ex- 

amined by Charles Forcey in a significant 
and penetrating analysis of the three men 

who founded The Nez Republic in 1914: 

Herbert Croly, Walter Wevl and Walter 

] Stec pe d in Lippmann. the thought of the 
progressive era, these editors came to 

1 ; : _ . 
their new assignment united in the be- 

et t 

replace the selfish and narrow individual- 

] vat “democratic nationalism” must 

ism of the Jeffersonians if American life 

and culture were to flourish. They 

“trom a 

progress by the 

a ned ; ay, writes Force y; 

dream of automatic 

free-wheeling exercise of individual 

rights to a conviction that only the 

conscious, cooperative use of govern- 

mental power can bring reform.” As 

Croly liked to put it, they were Ham- 
iltonians in their belief that strong gov- 

rnment was an-= essential means to 

achieve Jeffersonian ends, “essentially 

equalitarian and socialistic.” 

Thev were less united, however, on 

what the tactics of their New Liberalism 

should be. In The Promise of American 

Life, Croly 

America could come 

‘cian that a Haribo 

about only by the 

concerted action of the talented few; by 

“exceptional fellow countrymen” 
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XUM 

who possessed the courage and insight 
; ae a ; 

tw lead the way. To underscore the 
, << | | 

he closes his book with a call to 

the elite for “examples of heroism and 

sqintline Ss 

wrote im the 5 

A Preta P 

fear that will 

become 

Walter Lippm inn 

Nietzsche-like vein in 

tics. but without Croly’s 

ful leadership) might perverse. 
He was confident in his youth, as he 

was more than forty vears later when 

he wrote Public Philosophy. that Amer 

icx could be -saved only by an inspired 

leadership unrestrained by the “dull 

mutterings of the multitude.” Forcey s 

explanation of the elitist: strain in pro- 

thought might well be applica- 

outbreak of chtist sentiment 

liberals in) the post-MeCa 

merely mage 

eTeSsive 

bk To the 

among 

SCHSL era. “Lippmann in a 

nified that middle-class Progressive ce 

sire for a leader to sawe the class from 

its own stupidity In the back of Lipp 

mann’s mind, as in the minds many 

progressives, there lingered a fear that 

otherwise some sterner, less tractable 

master, some demagogic man of the peo- 

ple, might usurp the defaulted power.” 

UNLIKE HIS co-editors, Walter 

The New Republic 

elite 

argued that 

without 

the Nex 

miss of 

came to 

theor V. In 

the 

espousing un 

Democracy he 

the people Was the source of reform in 

be COMM democracy and that they re- 

ceptive to reform when economic griev- 

ances are apparent. In contrast to So- 

cialist theory, however, he believed that 

the protest of consumers was the cffee- 

tive leverage of reform in) America, 

rather than the the 

paratively weak labor movement. 

\lthough Croly 

came democratic-minded 

Weyl’s 

Nee d for 

—clitist 

demands of com- 

and Lippmann_ be- 

and thus 

they 

Mass participa- 

more 

came closer to position 

recognized the 

tion in reform- influences were 

apparent in the management of The Vex 

Republic. At the outset, Croly, lead 

editor, regarded the magazine primarily 

influence the 

than 

The 

conside rable 

the 

is a Means to men ot 

power directly rather indirectly 

through MUASs opinion. editors had 

previously gained prestige 
through their reputed influence on Theo- 

Roosevelt, 

after launching their magazine that they 

thought they had the ear of Wilson. As 
Wilson’s 

policies, and as the war progressed, the 

Magazine’s circulation jumped from 16,- 
000 in 1917 to a high of 43,000 in 1919. 

The New Republic men must have 
thought that they had achieved their 
objective of making the magazine the 

brains behind power; for, as Oswald 

Garrison Villard observed, “it was con- 

September 9, 1961 

dore and it was not long 

they became more receptive 

sidered had form in some offic al circle 

to be seein without 

B it SIX months later t 

shatrered. The Versailles 1] Vas 

mad nutty nad th ( I n 

he | 1 a 
prineiple, could not supp { Lil ft 

view it repudiated all that they stood 

for phey } id O | im Ve but i 

break with the Lar hisf 1oOn ha this 

esture swept away their cherished dream 

4 ont i nd Wit thous nds t 

\ R e subscribers. Commenting 

on this episode, and perhaps w tl CV 

on the present Forces rices: “Intel- 

ectuals should maint roper skep 

ticism about cheir chances « fluencing 

men of power. Only such skepticism 

breed the independence necessary tor 

their best work.” 

Phe incellectualsof the progressive 
era effectively challenged the lib isn 

of the Jetfersonians, Nevertheless thet 

thes ries. esp rally tho é pertamm to 

social change, have been found wanting 

for the twentieth century. In concluding 

his study, Professor Forcey - strongly 

hints that it is time for Itberals to de 

theory that can 

the New Li 

and Lippmann. 

velop a new iorm 

beralism ot 

Kor 

decades most 

crossroad to 

Croly ; We \ | 

the passage of four 

“atte? 

\me = 

icans have vet to learn how democracy 

can be made the source not only ot 

liberty but of creatiy social change.” 

The Dark Power 

WHITE SUN BLACK SUN. By Jerome 

Rothenberg. Hawk’s Well Press. 40 

pp. 7c. 

SONGS. By Christopher 

Dowell, Obolensky 

Me- Logue. 

11S pp 43 

Gael Turnbull 

THE 

by Jerome 

White Sun Black Sun poems in 

> 1 ] 
Rothenberg re introduced 

as an effort to “rediscover and invoke 

the real world through th dark powel 

ot image-forming words.” and an at 

tempt “always to speak directly, al- 

wavs to be understood, to create (even 

at the peril of great darkness) a coun- 

try which is all our own.” T wonder why 

this intention “to invoke a real world” 

ind “to create... a country” must so 

deliberately be assumed to be associated 

with the production of darkness 

should — the 

words be considered a 

Why not to product hight: \nd to 

Why 

powel ot image-forming 
‘is | 1] 
dark powe1 

ask 

GAEL TURNBU LL is a British poet 

at present living in California. A col- 

lection of his poems, Bj: ini, was pub 

lished by Origin Press. 

this question isn’t to digress from the 

book to the jacker blurb because it is 
yy r that intimately concerns 

t yocms. Consider this sentence from 

t! PO ¢ ledicatior 

1} r side of your eyes 1S the 

hadow of life 

s riding tl waves | journey from 

darkness to d irkness, 

truling my deaths behind me like 

Sf S 

} i oht rl it Nas swallowed the 

ICC \ 

11 NOrds CyVes “lite “shadow,” 

\ ‘ rKness deaths,” “stars,” 

nas it” ind *“Oce mn ure all evocative, 

the emblems of the great spaces within 

the human spirit but how vague and 

drearily familiar. Tf they evoke, it 

by means of familiarity; and the ease 

f the evocation is precisely the measure 

f their fo s. Which is not to 

make a blanket generalization about 

Rothenbere’s poems. He is usually bet- 

ter and more specific than in this ex- 
Howe ver, 

most always 

the diff 

The 

may be 

ample. iculty is al- 

obscure caverns 

invoked pretty 

is satisfied to 

there. 

mind 

provided that 

ot the 

easy, one 

voke obscurity. It’s harder to 

helt 

bring 
€ caverns. It is 

It’s 

journey 

into tl easy Cu 

point to a vast horizon. varder to 

the 

it. Which 

bit 

measure steps of a to reach 

oby 1ous and 

But I 

sounds horribly 

even a ~ itronizing. am 
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c line 2 \ vareness: nd in 

ID 

iso concerns Kothen 
: , 
} | thre terest of 

his poetry, f ‘ just at this crux. 

He part f “A Country Dark 

Without Ghosts 

The owls ¢ trom the park 

\gain we must come from the cross- 

\p i 2 Vor at the VI i\dow 

| ] 1 1 

1} } D S Striking the Glass 

4 

\ you ces \V Tc ng a mp im 

Qh count lark t t ghosts! 

Oh forsaken! 

(; ves | ted with frost, 

\nd key t swing in lost autos 
t .\ 1 has dr ! 

1) t shadow \ } o be- 
' d 

x ' 
i l ( s I t yan arrow 

By cries st hair in 

| k vy something that moves. 

lt nis msenc that tells you, 
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The absence of ghosts in these rooms, 

Or children in silence afraid ot some 

Pepe 
Where no one 

dreams. 

has been but our 

] [ sense here a struggle find images 

that are specific, and yet which also 

have a resonance that will carry the 

poem beyond what is merely personal 
to the writer. And, almost by intention, 

it isn’t a poetry about which one can 

make much comment. The language and 
WOI tS | he ves work. ot imag they don't 

magic rites are said: the pentogram 1s 

drawn. The spirit is conjured up, or it 

sn't. The reader perceives what's be- 

yond the wall, or doesn’t. And the whys 

id wherefores aren't very accessible. 

IF IT IS one test of effective writing 

that the words should come up_ off 

the page into the ears of the reader, 

then Christopher Logue is effective in 

Songs. That is, the 

there is 

is colleetion, words 

do, and even hnes and phrases: 

noticeable 

as totali- 

reach me 

a very obvious and “voice 

to his work ~~ the pe ems, 

revelations, rarely 
the same 

ties, as 
clarity. with anything of 

Yeats, | 

should be 

ditch 

believe it was, suggested that 

poems Written as if one were 

talking to a digger on the other 

side of a city street. There is certainly 

something of this in Logue’s poems — 

had the 

turned 

volume control of 
1 

5 

loudspeaker up to full inten- 

sity, but one could only grasp what he 

was saying in discontinuous bits. 

\t times there seem to be two dis- 

tinct “voices” his work. There ts the 

one of “To My Fellow Artists” 

Today, it came to me. How you 

who draw 

make 

My friends, 

And carve, 

tures, 

1 
who write, 

friends who pic- 

Plays, finger deticate instruments 

Compose, or fake, or criticize how 

In the oncoming megaton bombard- 

ments, 

All vou stand for will be gone 

Like an arrow into hell. 

Then there is the “voice” of “Song 

With 

Filled up with shells, old water weeds 

Nasps in tune, 

and wind, 

Stones almost as bnght as human 

eves, 

\nd Tom will vive it thee while jill 

stands by. 
\/, fats Lad. 

Phe sundial stops 

The thunder comes again. Within 

your head, 

And in the street, and in between 

the rain, 
Too many Eves are wet, too many 

Adams dead. 

Oh my fair Lady 

I have difficulty fitting these ‘wo 

voices together, and there are places 

where I think that Logue has difficulty, 

Though indeed, to fit a Kathleen Raine 
or Edith Sitwell sort of 

Trafalgar Square sort of 

voice into a 

speech, it not 

always very successful is, at the least, 

an ambition. 

“To My Fellow Artists” most 
notable of Logue’s poems and was first 

broadside. | read 

it in that form. It may seem a quibble 

that a 

is the 

published as a first 

succeed 

sheet 

and not when printed in a book. Yet 

to insist poem may 

when printed on a single large 

there is a difference of intention im- 
plied by the 
thing to hold in the 

broadside, which is some- 

hand, read once or 

twice, sand then discard, 

The single impact is made or not made; 

pass on or 

and in these terms, it can be much. 
But a book? Which may be read and 

known intimately? Wherein’ the lan- 

guage must serve not once, but con- 

tinuously? And in the case of this poem, 

in the book, it 

other poems like it. 

doesn’t serve; nor in 

LOGUE 

to write a 

has my admiration for trying 

poetry which speaks explicit- 

lv, which “says.” He has my antipathy 

in that the 

one individual to 

speaking 1s not done as 

another. He speaks 

from a public persona, at times almost 

a megaphone; and he speaks to another 

public persona, the public as an aggre- 

gate, as audience. So that I, as reader 

seem to exist tor 

that 

could be 

and in a sense . But I don’t have 

like this, and don’t like 

a contempt for the individual. 

or listener, him only 

digit in total mass. As_per- as oa 

haps I do; he only too right, 

is right 

It implies 

Like 

writer anxious to. save many another 

mankind, he has little or no appre- 

hension of the individual as a 

His 

( esstul, 

person. 

poems may have been very suc- 

from a functional point of view. 

He has become, if not a “smiling,” at 

least a “public” man. He has succeed- 

ed in this; but the poems, will they 

continue to succeed? They have served 

Logue; but what of the reader? They 

have served causes, and perhaps vers 

laudable ones. But are they of use to 

us, the very individuals he is so bent 

upon saving? 

In “Current Titles of Interest,” pub- 
lished last week, John Dornberg’s book 
was wrongly titled Schizophrenic Ber- 

lin. It should have been Schizophrent 
Germany. — Ed. 
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ALMUDS 

1 The state of confusion for us as 
casts them! (13) 

0 Might come out of 13 without a 

11 Legal things calling 
drink, perhaps. (5) ; 

for immediate 
attention rising out of decadence. 

12 Let a fellow loose, and he can act 

14 One 

for himself. (4, 5) 
} Wash down a combination of it? 
Right out of the Book! (5) 

might be able to figure the 
chances of it, as it acts in distress. 

19 Where to find 45 action as fast as 

26 Where to find a Paris 

possible? (2,6, 4) 
22 The food of love, reputedly. (5) 

Produces biological factor values. 
) It’s icy call is like an antiseptic. 

street torn 

up, so get used to it. (5) 
7 You might find this girl too thin, 

so made up to suit Audibon, for ex- 
ample. (13) 

DOWN: 
2Ran awkwardly around the fila- 
ment. (6) 

3 Careass, it 
eutting. (9) 

4 Literally a wagon-maker to come in 
with a fishhead? (9) 

) Spill a fixed arrangement, with the 
_ parts reversed. (5) 
6 Puck said he’d put a girdle round 

it. (5) 

seems, appropriate for 

ee 

7 The type who should be religious 
cite this, in a loose way. (8) 

8 Did this writer have anything in 
common with Howard Fast? (5) 

9 Airs the result of too much tension. 
15 Alas! It can cause a devilish amount 

of trouble! (9) 
16 In Germany, always vocalize in 

English when bathing, for example. 

17 A body high up, bearing on 1 across, 
shortly. (3,4) 

18 Fall might mark 
of his activity. (8) 

the culmination 

20 What are such vessels made of? It’s 
a toss-up! (6) 

21 Not tidy in the manner of English 
gardens. (5) 

Plants a little of the play in little 
over a century. (5) 

mark the 
Chinese? (5) 

te 

Joes it 

Mogul 
course of the 

SOLUTION TO PUZZLE NO. 927 

ACROSS: 1 Abide; 4 Grooms: 11 Win- 
drow; 12 Orbital; 13 Branch out; 14 
Nooks; 15 Direct current; 17 Com- 
pressed air; 22 Ionic; 24 Inebriate; 25 
Hobnail; 26 Tearing; 27 No sale; 28 
Stays. DOWN: 2 Bengazi; 3. Dirt 
cheap; 5 and 16 Robin redbreast; 6 
Outworn; 7 Splash; 8 Swabs; 9 Two on 
the aisle; 10 Contour sheets; 18 Omni- 

bus; 19 Inanity; 20 Lichen; 21 Merge; 
23 Crawl. 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION 

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP, self-hypnosis, 
prayver-plant experiements! Details, catalog 
FREE. Research Association, Box 24-TN, 
Olympia, Washington. 

HANDWRITING ANALYSIS 

Complete Personality Analysis 
from Your Handwriting 

Fee $5.00 

ALFRED KANFER 
62 Leroy St., New York 14, N. Y,. 

Endorsed by scientific authorities, hos- 
pitals, insurance companies, colleges, 

psych. journals 

Recipient of research grants 

Buy Your Books 
through The Nation 

Nation readers can avail themselves 

of our offer to send them any book (ex- 

cept paperbacks) at the regular retail 

price post-free if payment is received 

with the order, or at the retail price 

plus postage if the book is sent C.O.D. 

No C.O.D.’s outside the United States. 

When ordering, please give name and 

author and publisher, if possible. 

Please address your orders to 

THE READER’S SERVICE DIVISION 

333 Sixth Ave. New York 14, N. Y. 
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ur New Allies 
This is an admittedly one-sided article designed to show that lead- 

ing former Nazis are back in control of the government, industry and 
the military in West Germany. Names are named and specilic exam- 
ples are given from authoritative sources. The purpose is to question 
severely the value of making Berlin the point for a possible nuclear 
showdown with Russia. 

You will find this article in the September issue of THE CALI- 
FORNIAN, along with these other features: 

CONGRESSMEN SUPPORT NAZI-LIKE ORGANIZATION ——This deals with 
the Sudeten German Landsmannschaft, biggest expellees organization 
in West Germany, and the former Nazis who ave leading it under a 
philosophy almost identical to that of the old Sudeten German Party of Hitler’s stooge Konrad 
Henlein. Names of the former Nazis in control are listed, as are the names of American Con- 
gressmen who lent support to the organization after prodding by one of the former Nazi leaders, 

CHRISTIAN ANTI-COMMUNISM CRUSADE CAUGHT IN FALSE ADS — The biggest and most dan- 
gerous organization of anti-communist fanatics in the U.S. today was caught by THE CALIFOR. 
NIAN using Dr. Edward Teller’s name for the “faculty” of its widely publicized Southern Cali- 
fornia School of Anti-Communism. Dr. Teller was quite upset over the advertisements for the 
“school” listing his name. This article also gives the names of the big corporations backing the 
Crusade and some unsavory facts about the corporations. 

DEFENSE DEPARTMENT INVALIDATES HOOVER REPORT —Most people do not realize that the 
Defense Department was planning to base its new film. “The Challenge of Ideas,” on the Hoover 
Report: “Communist Target Youth.” After lengthy study, the Heover Report was scrapped be- 
cause of inaccuracies and the new film not only does not tie in the student demonstrations with 
communism, but makes no mention at all of the three-day uproar in San Francisco. This is a 
big story, obtained directiy from the Defense Department by THE CALIFORNIAN, and it has set 
off angry tirades in Congress from the professional anti-communist bloc. 

Also in this issue: 75 Congressmen Told Roosevelt They Wanted to Vote Against HUAC; 
“Kremlin in Hollywood”; Catholic Church Takes $12.4 Million Off Sam Francisco Tax Rolls; 
Jack Lotto, Goldfine and the Communists; Congressman Charges PARADE Distorts; A Story 
on Nutrio-Bio Corp.; MeCrackin Is Guilty; Quaker Oats Increases Profits 106° by Puffing Wheat, 
Reducing Weight. 

— See Introductory Offer Below — 

To: THE CALIFORNIAN, Dept. N-3, 308 Delger Bldg., 1005 Market St., San Francisco 3, Calif. 

[ I enclose $5 for a one-year subscription plus the next FOUR issues of THE CALIFORNIAN, includ- 
ing the September issue, FREE. This will keep my subscription going all the way through 1962 

till January 1963. 

[ I enclose $3 for a six-month trial subscription. This will begin with the September issue, but it 
will NOT be given to me free. 
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